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This research was conducted an (>(0."-': co establish the
feasibility of manufacturing GRP pipe couplings for high
pressure GRP piping systems. '.rheuse of GRP pipes in high
pressure piping systems is desirable due to their light
weight, high corrosion resistance and their extremely low
friction factors.

To date no offic~al standard exists that details the design of
GRP pipes or GRP cou~lings for high pressure applications in
excaes of 7 MPa. In this report various existinSf steel and
GRP couplings are discussed. From this the GRP coupling
tested during the present investigation was developed.

Tensile testing of couplings was carried out at each stage of
the development phase in order to assess design modifications
and to obtain an overview of the behaviour of GRP couplings.
The test specimens were made from 400 rom long E-glass/epoxy
pipe sections wi~h an internal diameter of 50 rom, a wall
thickness of 8 rom and a fibre orientation of ±55°.

The most suitable design suggested in this report consists of
a pipe with ? machined step and a flange laid up directly onto
the pipe. The load is transferred from the pipe to the flange
via adhesive shear stresses and through a mechanical
interaction between the pipe and the flange. The seal is made
with a hydrostatic "U"-type rubber seal, which is located on
the outside of the pipe. An outer split clamp clamps over the
flanges on adjacent pipes, thus holding these together. A
thin sleeve over the split clamp secures the clamp.

The maximum load bearing capacity for this coupling was 75 kN,
which is equivalent to an internal pressure of 22 MPa. Three
different failure modes occurred, viz. interlarninar shear of
the pipe, buckling of the fibres on the inside of the pipe and
compression of the fibres on the face of thr= step. The type
of failure depended ~n the location and depth of the step on
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the pipe. Since failure occur-r-edonly in the pipe, it was
concluded that the pipe needs to be tailored at the ends in
order to achieve higher pressure capabilities.

A finite element. model was used to simulate one of the
experimental pipe/coupling configurations. This allowed
experimental and ·theoretical results to be correla.ted, and a
prediction of the coupling performance to be made.
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composLt,» materials have a unique combination of j)Toperties.
They c., .......ine light weight with high strength and corrosion
resi3tance. Initially fibre reinforced products were madeby the
labour intensive hand lay-up process. Nowadays mechanised
processes such as filament winding are often used. This is
particularly suited to manufacturing tubular products such as
pipes, ducts, tanks or pressure vessels.

The use of fibreglass pipes has increased dramatically in recent
years, especially since the cost difference between fibreglass
pipes and the traditional steel pipes has decreased. Properties
such as high corrosion and abrasion resistance I high strength and
light· weight} and low friction fa,:'tors make fibreglass pipes
suitable for many applications. 'l'heir low weight makes them
particularly suitable in applications where hand.Lf.nq is a
problem, eg. where there JoS a. lack of heavy handling equipment
or in confined spaces such as in underground mines.

Fibreg],.ass pipes have been used extensively in the.: chemical
pxoceas industry to convey chemicals and other fluid materials
(food et.\db8verage, pulp and paper 1 fertilizer etc. ). Tt1f.lYhave
also been used in the oil industry for gather:ing lines, downho.l,e
tubing and casing and saltwater disposal.

A relatively newapplication fQr high pressure pipes is t.hei r use
in hydropower schemes in South African mines. ltdvanta~Tes of
using fibreglass pipes in this application are reduced
installation costs (due to the light weight of the pipes) and
excellent corrosion reSistance, both internally and externally.
Also t.he pipes have a higher flow capacity than conventional
pipes of the same diameter, due to their extremely low friction
factor. This provides pumping energy cost savings over the
projected life of the installation, especially since the original
surface smoothness can be maintained in most cases (ie. there is
little or no build-up of material on the inside of the pipe).
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Wherever pipes and pipelines are in use, one needs pipe joints
or couplings to connect the pipes. For non-pressure applicat.ions
a variety .of jointing systems exists, from factory prepar~dbell
and spigot jo.Lnt.sto field overlays. A number of ASTMstandards
are available [Ref 1J, which recon~end procedures for joining
fibreglass pipes of virtually any diameter.. The maximumdesign
pressure dealt with in these ASTMstand~rds is less than 2 MPa,
although pipes have been manufactured for ~igher pressures using
similar pzocedurx.s , However these pipe joints are nozmal Ly
unable to sustain high axLaL loads (caused by the internal
pressure) .

Besides the Lnfozraat.Lon listed in ·the var Loue standards (these
are discussed in the following chapter) t which have a maximum
operating pressure of less than 7 MFa (see table 2.2 for maximum
design pressures !,'f each standard), there is no other information
on high pressure iibreglass pipes operating at pressures over 20
MPa. Even less information on the pipe couplings for these high
pressures is available. Pipe couplings that can sustain the full
axial load caused by the internal pressure are required. This
~ill enable the p~peline itself to carry the axial tension and
largely eliminates the need f oz; anchorages. On top of these
strength requirements the coupling should be easily and quickly
installed in limited working space and ·";ith the minimum of
individual adjustment.

This research is an evaluation of glass fibre reinforced
polyester pipe couplings to be used on high pressure fibreglass
pipes. The pipes were made by the filament ,-linding process using
epoxy :te~·'i!..'l with glass reinforcement. The lay-up angle of the
reinforcement was ±550 throughout.

Existing pipe couplings were briefly analysed and aD alternative
design proposed. This research was aimed apec.LfLcal.Ly at the
interface h&tween the pipe and the coupling, since this is the
critical area where failure is most likely to occur. Tests were
done up to failure on these experimental couplings. The type: of
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test performed 'I;~'asa tensile test from which an ultimate axial
load for the piping system is obtained. Since these tests were
performE:'t).'t..Jithout any internal pressure, a finite element model
was set up and co;r:related with the experimental rGsults. The
finite element model could then be "pressurised" in order t.o see
the eifect of the internal pressure.

General trends and problems were discovered by testing couplings
with slightly modified basic dimensions and properties (viz.
lengt.h of interface beti.veen the pipe' and the coupling, type of
glass reinforcement used for t.o.lecoupling et.c . ) . Additional
tests we:::?done on steel coupL: .:lgs used on fibreg-lass pipes,
These rp.sults were compared to those of a fibreglass coupl.Lnq ,
and were also correlated with predictions made by the finite
element tt..:;chnique.

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND REQUIREMENTS

It Was the aim of this research to investigate pipe couplings
manufactured entirely from GRP(except for the seal, which can
be made from a different material). 'Ilhese couplings are to be
used on plain-ended, filament woundGRPpipes (manufactured from
either polyester or epoxy resin) with a fibre orientation of
±55°. The int$rnal uperating pressure of the pipe installation
should not exceed 20 MPa. Including a safety factor of 1.5 for
waterharnmer (1.5 is the factor taken for flexible pipes) the
design pressure for this pipe should be 30MPa. The coupling was
to be designed for a water transportation pipeLi,n8 in a corrosive
environment, with operating temperat.ures of between 8°C and
approximately 40°C.
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It is often ~aid that the biggest deterrent to the widespread use
of GRP piping systems is the joining system. The ~fficiency of
a jOint is determined by many factors 1 such as the cost of
fabrication, the ease of assembly (and disassembly) and the type
of labour (skilled or unskilled) that is necessary to make the
connections.

There are a fe'{,l1guidelines to follow when designing or selecting
a pipe coupling [Ref 2]:

a) The pipe's longitudinal strength at the joint should be at
least equivalent to that of the pipe. This is especially
necessary in high-pressure pipes which are not anchored.
In such cases the coupling must be able to sustain the full
axial thrust caused by the internal pressure.

b) The transverse stiffening, caused by the excess of material
necessary to bring about the joint, should be reduced to a
minimum in order not to alter the duct's static pattern.

c) The sealing function should be clearly separated from the
mechanical coupling 1nction by using, if necessary,
different materials.

d) The coupling should permit, if possibler angulaJ::and axial
m .vament.sof the pipes without damaqe to the pipes or loss
of w,atertightness. It is also important to realise that
misaligned pipes can cause the entire load t.obe
distributed over as little as one quarter of the coupling.

e) The coupling should retain its efficiency throughout the
lifetime of the pLpe l.Lne , Hence the choice of a suitable
material, which does not: degrade considerably ,,,ithtime, is
necessary.

f) The coupling must retain its efficiency under any vibration
of the pipeline, and it must be resistant to external
shocks (eg. falling stones or rocks).

g) The constant internal diameter of the pipe should be
maintained at the coupling. This is necessary t.oavoLd the
build-up of deposits in p:Lpelines with low flow veIocd.tLes .
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h) "Sexless" couplings, ie. couplings which are symmetrical
and can be installed in either direction are desirable.
This requit~s that the :9ipes have thE' same end
configuration on either side. 'l'his is important v7here long
pipes are used in very confined spaces and the pipes cannot
be turned round if they are oriented in the wrong
direction (eg. in a mine tunnel where the pipe lengtb
Gxceens the diameter of the tunnel).

i) The coupling should be easily and quickly assembled or
disassembled in limited working space, and with the minimum
of individual adjustment. This will allow the use of semi-
skilled or un-skilled labour in th,) laying or re-routing of
a pipeline.

It is important to note that the axial load caused by a constant
Lnt.ezria.lpressure is proportional to the square of the internal
pipe diameter (ie. F <K 02). This means that some couplings may
perform well when used on pipes with a small diameter, but may
fail at larger diameters. This also expla_ns whyhigh-pressure
pipi1.1gis normally of a relatively small dLametier (less than 100
rom) •

Withpressure .piping manufar::turedfrom fibreglass it is essential
that there are no exposed fibres. water under high pressure can
easily movealong these fibres by capillary action. 'lhis causes
the pipe to start w€..'.:ping,ie. the water slowly movesfrom inside
the pipe through the pipe wall to the outside. To prevent
weeping it may be necesae ry to line the fibreglass pipe with
either PVC(polyv.i.nyl chloride) or polypropylene. In any case
there should be no exposed fibres at the coupling sLncewater can
penetrate into the! coupling here and cause degradation.

The aim of this rlesearch was to establish the feasibility of
manufacturing GRP couplings for GRP pipes to meet someor all of
the above-mentioned guidelines. The main criterion in this
evaluation was the ultimate preasux= capability of the joint.
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l~nl1Y different ty:;>es of jOints and c':'lUplingl:i:are~ conu:nercially
available to connect pipiss of diffe:tl';!nt sizes and mat.exLal.s .

Most of these joints and coupl tnqs however are only des i.qned to
work at relatively low il'lt:ernal pressures and can only sustain
low axial loads. High pressure pipes and cc)upliugs were
traditionally made from st.eel, and are mostly st:i.ll made from
steel. One reason for this\ is that j t is much ~~asier t.c design
with an isotropic material as opposed to an o:t·thG~tropicor an
anisotropic materia.l. Also steel has a very high st.iffnes~
comparec.twith plast.ics (typicall y one ozder of maqna,tude higher
than fibreglass) I which is important in Istrain limited designs.

Another reason whysteel is being used ext.ensLveLy for manyhigh
pressure piping syst.emsI is that suffici~~nt Codes and st.andards
are ava.ilable I which describe the design of pip~~s, jCJint.s and
couplings in steel fJr extreme conditions.

2.1 LITERATURE SURVEY

The following two sections consist of a bzLef su:rvey of different
pipe joints and couplings that are in use, t:oget:her with a. review
o'! the different standards for pipe and ccupLi.nq design. Some
of the couplings discussed are for use on steel pipes only, and
are consequently manufactured entirely from steel. Advantages
and disadvantages of each coupling are briefly mentioned.

2 .1.1 PI.PE JOlb.JTS AND COUPLINGS

Although the terms It joints" and "couplings" are loosely appLi.ad ,
there is a distinction t.o be made, A joi.nt is normal.l.y a
watertight (airtight) connection which cannot; .sustain high aXial
loads. It is used in low-pressure syst.ems or where the pipes are
anchC':ed and the anchor takes up the entire axial load ..
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anchored and the anchor takes up the entire axial load.
ME~chanicalcouplings on the other hand are able to sustain the
ft~ll axial load caused by the internal pressure of the pipe.
coupLanqs would thus nozmaLl.y be used to connect high-pressn:-.'
pipes. Th€ entire pipe sys'tem can thus sustain tbe axial 1 '"'l,t

and the r.eed for anchorages is reduced.

The most commontechnique used to join GRP (glass fibre
rei:nforced plastic) pipes is the butt and strap azranqement; [Ref
9], as illustrated in figure 2.1.

r---------~----------~-----------------------~

This method gives l"l strong joint: that can be made readily in the
field. Connections are made by butting two sections of pipe
together and overwri."lppingthe :jloint with succesaave layers of
fibreglass reinforcement, saturaLted with the appropriate resin.
The overwrap is normally made as thick as the pipe. T.his
connection is essentially a tu1::lular lap join;';' and derives its
strength from the adhesive layer. There is no need for any
elastomeric sealing rings f since the overwrap provides a
watertight (and airtight) seal. A disadvantage of the butt and
strap arrangement is that is t.akes some time to make the joint
and allow it to cure. Such joints are permanent and hence not
useful for temporary installations. The pipes can only be
separat.ed by cutting them apart.
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Another commonmethod of joining pipes is the bell and spig':>t
joint [Ref 9, 10]. In this arrangement one end is socketed an"!
the other end is pLe+n. Themale end has a rubber sealing gaskE~t
fitted over it and the socket (bell) is forced over the sealing
ring. '8ell and spigot joints with rubber rings can normall.y
accommodateone or two degrees of deflec·tion.
illustrated in figure 2.2.

This j oint is

Figui'e 2. 2-TBell and spigot joint

Somereasons f.or t.he wj.despree<.duse of bell and spigot joints

...Compliancewith exi.!lting standards .

.. It confers some longitudinal elasticity to rigid pipes .

.. For materials subj ect; to galvanic corrosion, the sealing gasket
constitutes an insulating barrier which limits the circulation
of electric currents in the piping.

Since GRPpipes are very flexible and are excellent electrical
insulators, the above reasons for using the bell and spigot joint
are no longer valid. Since sealing depends on the stability of
the joint's configuration, ie. the UP iformity of the gasket I s
coru.pression c.gains·t the wall, this type of jo'::"nt is not.
particularly suitable for flexible pipes, especially if these
operate under high pressures. Another practical disadvantage is
that there is a "male" and a "female" end to each pipe. This
means that the pd.pes can only be installed in one direction,
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A va\riation of the bell and spigot joint is the threaded
connection. Sealing is also accomplished with an elastomeric
gasket. The female side has the rubber gasket about it and an
outer coupling (threaded sleeve) tightens the female (bell) over
the spigot, forcing the gasket to compress, thus effecting a
seal. Often adhesives are used in conjunction with threaded
ccnnect.Lons. This type of pipe connection r shown in figure 2.3
below, is able to sustain the full axial load.

GASKH~
Figure 2. 3

This joining method is designed for rapid field assembly of long
runs and is often used for temporary installations (in which case
no adhesive is used). The opportunity for install.ation ezroxs
is considerably reduced with this type of coupling, although
there is still the disadvantage of having a male and a female end
to each pipe.

Threaded connection

A flanged connection is very commonwhen pipes ne\~d to be
connected to process equipment, valves, meters t puaps etc.
Flanged connections are also often used where disass(~mbly is
anticipated. They can be used for medium-·to-high f.'ressure
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systems as well as for large diameter pipes. Various types of
gasketing mat.ez'La Ls can be used, including rubber, PVC and
teflon. The connection is made by simply bolting two flanges
together (with the gasket in:between the flanges). A simple
flanged jOint Ls shown in the figure. 2.4.

r----------.-------------------,

GASKET

Figure 2.4 Bolted flange joint.

The primary requirement of a flanged joint is that it should be
capable of allowing sufficient force to be applied to the gasket
to prevent leakage. This applies both initially, when the joint
is assembled, as well as under operating conditions 8 when
additional loadings due to pressure have to be supported. Due
to the flexible nature of GRP two major disadvantages arise. The
gasket tends to extrude away from the bolts dur Lnq initial
tightening I thus imposing a limit to the load that can be
applied, and it tends to extrude out of the space between the
bolts when subjected to internal pressure [Ref 3].

The Victaulic coupling [Ref 9] is used extensively for iron and
steel pipes in high-pressure systems. It is normally
manufactured from cast iron in the form of a split collar which
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is secured by two tangential bolts. The pipe has either a small
lip (flange) at its end or a recessed step machined into it. The
coupling clamps around this step and thus holds the two pipes
toget.her. It is capable of sustaining the full axial load caused
by the internal pressure. The seal is provided by a rubber "U"-

ring which is located between the pipe outer surface and the
inside of the split collar. This type of rubber seal is a
hydrostatic seal. The internal pres~~re forces the two lips of
the seal onto the ends of the pipe, thus increasing the sealing
pressure as the Lnt.ernaL p:;:essure increases. The Victaulic
coupling is depicted in f'_gure 2. 5 .

Split collar _ _""'.IJW&

secured by
tangential bolts

ring

Figure 2.5
seal.

Victaulic coupling with hydrostatic

Some major advantages of this coupling immediately become
apparent. The coupling is very easy and quick to fit with very
little possibility of installation errors. It is extremely
useful in 'temporary installations. The coupling does not have
a male and a female side, ie. j: is a "sexlessll coupling. This
is useful, as mentioned earlier, in confined spaces such as in
underground mine tunnels, since the pipes do not have to arrive
on site oriented in the correct direction.

The Victaulic coupling has been adapted for use on PVC pipes, as
shown in figure 2.6 [Ref 11]. An injection moulded, high impact
resistant uPVC (unplasticised polyvinyl chloride) collar, which
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incorporates two flanges 1 is bonded onto the plain end of the E'VC
pipe. The flange nearest to the face of the collar is similar
to a standard victaulic joint and seat.athe standard rubber "u"
sealing ring. The other larger flange has a pronounced radius
on the side furthest away from the face Of the collar.

Rubber 'll' seal

Figure 2.6 : Victaulic coupling adapted for PVC
pipes

Cast iron Clamp/

The clamp {outer split ring) encloses this flange when bolted
into positionl causing end thrust -tobe taken up as a compressive
force over the area of the radius on the clamp. Due to the
rounded collar and fl.angethe coupling allows s 1_ i.ghtmovement and
angular deflection of the pipes.

The most widely us~d clamp-on joint is the proprietary Viking
Johnson coupling [Ref 10 I 11]. With this coupling it is possible
to join plain ended pipes (non-pressure aprlications) or pipes
with lips on the ends (pressure applications). It is however
mainly used for steel and cast iron pipes. To make the joint,
a rubber seal is clamped between each pipe barrel and a cover
sleeve as shown in figure 2.1.
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Mild steel rings

sliding rubber ring

Figure 2.7 Viking Johnson clamp-on joint

Such joints can accommodate movement easilYI and may be designed
to take several degrees of deflection between pipes as well as
longitudinal movement. This joint is reusable and is useful in
temporary installations.

Another coupling which is useful in t.empoz'azy installations is
the "Kwikey" quick-connect coupJ.ing ("Kwikey" is a trademark of
Fibreglass Resources Corporation). This coupling consists of a
sleeve with a double groove near the centre to locate two a-rings
which provide the seal. Near 'the edges of the sleeve is a deep
g'roove on each side which acts as a keyway. A similF.'.rgroove
exists in the pipes to be coupled (see figure 2.8).
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Mild steel rings

sliding rubber ring

Figure 2.7 Viking Johnson clamp-on joint

Such joints can accommodate movement easily, and may
to take several degrees of deflection between pipes

ie designed
i:;> well as

longitudinal movement. This joint is reusable and is useful in
temporary installations.

Another coupling which is useful in temporary installations is
the "Kwikeyl! quick-connect coupling ("Kwikey" is a trademark of;,
Fibreglass Resources Corporation). This coupling consists of a
sleeve with a double groove near the centre to locate two O-rings
whic~ provide the seal. Near the edges of the sLeave is a deep
groove on each side which acts as a keyway. A similar groove
exists in the pipes to be coupled (see figure 2.8).
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The pipes are pushed into the coupling (sleeve) with the rubber
O-rings now compressed bet'tveenthe outside of the pipes and the
sleeve. A cable rope which acts as a key is now pushed through
a hole in the coupling into the groove at the interface between
the sleeve and the pipe. This joint provides positive locking

Ouler sleeve eabi~ is rl~sertedhere

Figure 2.0 "Kwikey quick-connect" coupling.

and can take up axial loads. It eliminates the need for
adhesives and provides simple field assembly and disassembly.
Like the Viking Johnson coupling" this coupling is reusable and
it can be installed in either direction because it is symmetrical
(as opposed to the bell and spigot joint which can only be
installed in one direction). The quick-connect coupling is the
only reusable mechanical coupling that is manufactured entirely
from GRP (except for the key which is made from steel, sometimes
from polyethylene).
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Another pipe coupling manuf'actiu.ree zpecifically for GRPpipes is
shown in figure''2.9.

I GRP Scarf ioint

steel
I=-=-----=--=---=-_-,-.....,,.......,,-,---.,..--.--,--~~:--:--'
Figure 2.9 Flan~;rebonded to pipe by scarf:' joint

Tht:; end of the pipe is tapered with an angle of 60
• ]I,. steel

sleeve with an opposite 'taper is adhesively bonded to the pipe.
To add axial strength to the joint, the outside is overwrapped
with successive lal :s of glass reinforcement impregnated in the
appropriate resin. The steel sleeve has a flange at its end.
Various joining methods can now be used, ego a Viking Johnson
coupling can be used with an a-ring inbetween ~t~ two tlanges. ,\

The following table is a summary of all the above couplings. It
lists the advantages and disadvantages of each coupling.



Table 2.1 11ethtJdsof joining piping systems

AdvantagesrI Type
Butt and
strap

_:~ I Disadvantages=:]
Cannot be takenStrong, easy to

install, cheaper
than other joints

apart/ limited tfl
polyester hand

for large diameters laid-up pipe

16

Bell and
II spigot
:1
!

Joint deflection of Normally
2°-5Q permissible, considered to be
ideal for sewer a sewer pipe and
service, resists not recommended
earth movements and for pressure
tremors. applications

above ground~·--------~------------·-----------1~-----------------~~Threaded
connection

Quick asseI'lbly,
easy disassembly,
inexpensive on
small piping,
satisfactory for
water and mildly
corrosive systems.

commonly
disappears in
lar<;l"er-size
piping, not
suited for highly
corrosive systems

Bolted
flange
joint

Low-cost joint (if
not hand laid-up),
hand laid-up
flanges are very
strong

Must normally be
used with a full-
faced gasket,
expensive if hand
laid-up, cannot
be overtorqued or
failure will
result

Ir--------------+---------------------r-------------------~Victaulic
coupling

Very simple to Not yet
install, extremely manufactured for
strong fibreglass pipes
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Viking
Johnsol:l
coup l.Lnq

Very simple to
install

Quick
connect
coupling
"T<wikey"

Satisfactory for
moderate chemical
service, simple
assembly and
disassembly,
reusable, good for
temporary

I installations

Not. suited for
high p: .~ssure
a.pplications,
designed ff)r
steel pipes

not adapted to
tough corrosive
environments

2 .1. ~a STAltrn~~~s FOR PIPE AND JOINT DESIGN

The existElnCe of industry product standards greatly simplifies
the enqd.neer ' s task when designing certain components. It also
allows t.he engineer to confidently and definitely specify a
material.

The issuance of standards for fibreglass pipe has had a dramatic
effect on the acceptance of fibreglass pipe. This appears to be
most prE:Nalent in the public works or municipal pipe markets, not
so much In the mining industry yet.

Various pzoduct; standards have been pubLds hed by the American
Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM), the Amera.can Water Works
Associaticm (AWWA)and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME). These standards however only cover the design
of pipes for design pressures of 250 psi. The design of joints
and coupLLngs is not covered in deta:i.l, although st.r Lnqerrc
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perfonnance requirements axe laid down in these standards.
Various types of joints are suggested or recommended which
include most of the joints mentioned in the previous section.
The American Petroleum Institute (API) 11'i8 issued guidelines on
the design of high pressure piping. This specification relies
on and uses the long-term and short-term test methods developed
by ASTM wherever applicable as part of its product
specifications.

The table below lists several reinforced pipe specifications with
the range of applicable diameters and pressures that each
standard covers.

Table 2.2 : GRP piping standards. -Standard Diameter range Pressure range
[rom] [MPa]

1==: -.c:::::::= -
ASTM D2996 51 - 406 6.9 ~t

ASTM D3517/D3754 203 - 3,658 1.7

AWWA C9S0 203 -- 3,658. 1.7
API lSAR ' 38 - 242 20.6 *
API 15LR 51 - 406 6.9

--
Note that the pressu:ces marked with an asterisk (*) are not
listed operating pressures. However piPE~S made according to
these standards are available to the pressllr~s shown.

It can be clea'tly seen that the:r:e :\.5 a lack of design
specifications for fibreglass joints and couplings I although the
requirements of such pipe connections are clearly stipulated.
Especially in the field of high-pressure fibre glass reinforced
piping systems little information has been documented.
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performance requirements are laid down in these standards.
Various type~ of joints are suggested or recommended which
include most of the joints mentioned in the previous section.
The American Petl:oleum Institute (AP!) has issued guidelines on
the design of high pr~ssure piping. This specification relies
on and uses the long-term and shoz t+t.erm test methods developed
by ASTM wherever applicable as part of its product
specifications.

The table beLow lists several reinforced pipe specif.i.cation.swith
thl..:;range of applicable diameters and pressures that each
standard covers.

Table 2.2 : GRP piping standards.

standard Diameter range Pressure range
[rom] [MPa]

- -
ASTM D2996 51 - 406 6.9 *
,AS'l'MD3517/D3754 203 - 3,658 1.7
AWWA C950 20:: - 3,658 1.7
API 15AR 38 - 242 20.6 '"
API 15LR 51 - 4:06 6.9

_. - ==
Note that th$ pressures marked with an asterisk (* ) are not
listed operating pressures. However pipes made according to
these standards are available to the pressures shovv'O.

It can be clearly seen that there is a lack of design
specifications for fibreglass joints and couplings! although the
requirements of such pipe connections are clearly stipulated.
Especially in the field of high-pressure fibre glass reinforced
piping systems little information has been documented.
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2.2 SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS

This sec+ i cn deals ~·1ith some preliminary ideas for joint
modifications for GRP appLf.oa.t.toris based on the existing
couplings mentioned in section 2.1.1. All these couplings
describ~d here are "sex: ~ss II 1 ie. tbey are symmet r-LcaL. Thus the
pipes as well as t.he couplings can be installed either way
axound .

2.2~1GRP FLANGE JOINT

A flange joint is a very crude and normally structurally
inefficient joint. Howave~ it is often essentia~ in a system
which contains valves and pumpz, since these components normally
have flanged connections. The primary requirement of the flanged
joint. is that it should be capable of applying sufficient
pressure to a gasket to prevent leakage.

A GRP flange could be manufactured fairly easily, as shown in
figure 2.10.

l

Figure 2.10 Flang'ed j oint in GRl?

However due to the high axial loads caused by the internal
pressure, extremely high bending moments would result in the
joint. An excessively high bolt torque wou.ld be required to
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tighten the bolts, which could cause cracking of the GRP flange,
unless a steel backing ring were used.

In addition to the danger of overtightening the bolts, there is
also the disadvantage that the flange joint does not allow for
any misalignment of the pipes. It would appear that the GRP
flange jOint would not generally be satisfactory in a high-
pressure GRP piping installation.

If a steel flange were to be used, the difference in stiffnesses
between steel and GRP could perhaps be utilised to make a self-
locking flange, as shown in figure 2.11.

GRP
Figure 2.11 Self-locking flange.

With an ~ncrease in pressure the pipe would bulge outwards, thus
preventing the flange from slipping off the pipe. Two adjacent
pipes could then be joined by bolting the flanges together or
perhaps even using split collars, as used with the victaulic
couplinr ..

2.2.2 ADAPTED VIKING JOHNSON COUPLING

A standard Viking Johnson cvupling could be adapted fairly easily
to join plain ended GRP pipes. For this ccupling a method is
needed to transfer the axial load from the pipe to the coupling.
This can be accomplished by pushing a serrated metal sleeve onto
the pipe. The scrraticns grip on the surface of the pipe to
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transfer the axial force. In addition to this an epoxy adhesive
can be used to give added strength to the joint (see figure
2.12).

Figure 2.3.2 : Viking Johnson coupling adapt("fa\for
GRP pipes.

!ljnd steel sleeve t.lld steel b¢~s

=========~I

\
Epoxy Cldheeive on serrated metal ring

The steel ring of the coupling must be slipped over the end of
the pipe before the serrated metal sleeve is installed. Once
installation has taken pl.ace the coupling cannot;"be re-used
unless the pipe is cut behind the serrated sLeeve ,

The seal can be made by using two O-rings on each pipe end] The
O-rings are compressed between the pipe wall and another(steel
sleeve which slips over the outside of tr...epipe. One dtawback
of this sealing method is that the gap between the pipe/and the
sleeve must be very small, otherwise the O-ring can quite easily
be forced out from between the pipe and the sleeve at )ligh,
pressures. The pipes are then joined by tightening tie bolts
between the two metal rings.

The amount of axial and angular misalignment that can be taken
up by this joint is negligible. Thic coupling is more efficient
than the GRP flange Joint from the point of view that a much
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smaller bending moment is set up in the pipe. The primary
loading on the interface between the coupling and the pipe (ie.
the jagged adhc~ivc line between the serrated ring and the pipe
surface) is a shear loading. This is des aratb Le in an adhesive
joint.

The strength of the joint is essentially dependent on the
strangth of the adhesive. If the teeth of the serrated ring grip
deep into the fibreglass, then the stx:ength of the joint will
also depend on the interlaminar shear st:rength of the pipe (this
is the shear strength between adjacent layers in a laminate).

Another method of modifying the viking Johnson couplinsr is to
wind a very low flange onto the pipe end while it is: being
manufactured. A thin flange will ensure that the bending moment
caused in t.he pipe is kept as low as possible. This flange would
have to be manufactured with the metal sleeves on the pipe! which
is very impractical. Alternatively a sp l.f.t; ring could be used.
Figure 2.13 illustrates this modification .

...",.---- Mild sieel split collar

Figure 2.13 Modified Viking Johnson coupling.
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The seal could be similar to the one described for the previous
coupling. Alternatively an O-ring could be seated between the
flanges to provide a watertight seal. This coupling does also
not alloXnlfor any angular or axial deflection of the pipes.

Both the modified Viking Johnson couplings previously described
are made almost entirely from steel. To make them out of
fibreglass! they would have to be substantially modified.
However r the p;.inciple of these couplings can possibly be applied
in a fibreglass coupling.

2.2.3 ADAPTED VICTAULIC COUPLING

The Victaulic· coupling is ideally suited to the joining and
sealing of high-pressure pipes. The hydrostatic seal increases
its sealing pressure as the internal water pressure increases.

A groove could be machined into Fha fibreglass pipe/ as is the
case with the grooved Victaulic coupling. This groove would have
to be located further away from the end of the pipe them it is
on the steel pipe, to increase the shear area of the lip (because
the shear strength of steel is much higher than the interlaminar
shear strength of a f:!.breglass laminate). The two grooves on
adjacent pipes would be relatively far apart and hence a steel
split ring would be very bulky and heavy. But a GRP split ring
could be man'Jfactured which is light and easy to hand Le ,

Spilt co liar -+
sQQurl!d by
tangential bolls

Rubber 'u' rir.g

gl'OOYe in fibregloss pi~

Figure 2.14 Grooved Victaulic coupling.
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Alternatively a pipe \'lith a very flat flange could be 'Used
instead of the grooved arrangement. This flange would be
manufactured together with the pipe. The flange could be located
right at the end of the pipe. In this ca$e the hydrostatic seal
would be seated on top of the flanges. Alternatj,vely the flange
could be located further away from the ead , in which case the
hydrostatic seal would be located between ad.jacent flanges. This
brings the seal much closer to the centre of the pipe.

Rubber rur sect

Figure 2.15 Flanged victaulic coupling.

The sealing of the pipe can be done with O-'rings instead of the
"U"-type rubber seal.
flange~ as in the

The O-rings ~an be located inbetween the
modified Viking Johnson coupling.

Alternati vely two O-rings could be located in grooves on the
outside of the flange. The O-rings would be squashed between an
outer sleeve and the two flanges (see figure 2.16).
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The "U"-type rubbe= ring will provide the most reliable seal if
misalignment of the pipes occurs. With an O-ring inbetween the
flanges an uneven sealing pressure will occur if the pipes are
misi3.ligned.

Figure 2.16 : Possible sealing arrangements for a
Victaulic coupling.

A further modification to the victaulic-type coupling could be
in the design of the split ring. A split ring with tightening
bolts is both time consuming and, when manuf aotiuzed i~'1l GRP I can
easily be damaged by overtightening the bolts. A safer and
faster method is to slide a thin tube (also manufactured from
GRP) over the cylindrical split ring. This sleeve will hold the
split ring together and will take up any hoop stresses. This
arrangement is shown in the figure 2.17.
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split ring

fior.glo •• pipe /

Figure 2.17
split ring.

Victaulic coupling ....:ith modified
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,3 _ CALCU:I:..A".r:J:CJ.N OF THE: ::r.:::N'IT:rAL P::J:P'.E .AND

c:x::J(,JpL::D!iIG DIMEN'SIONS

The initial sizing of the various components of the coupling 1 as
well as the determination of the pipe wall thickness was
calculated using the theory for thin cylinders [REF. 4] and the
Classical Lamination Theory [REF. tJ]. The adhes Lve ahee

stresses were estimated using an extension of Volkerscn 1 s t.heoa,..
[REF. 6]. The Finite Element Method was used to model the
configuration used in the experiments. Hence a correlation
between experimental and theoretical r~sults was possible, By
modeLl.Lnq the entire coupling I predictions of the pipe and
coupli.ng perfo~1nance were made.

These theories are described in more detail in the following
sections.
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3.1 THIN C~LI~ER THEORY [REF. 4]

The th~n cy l inner theory was used in conjunction with the
Classical Lamination Theory to set up pipe design chal:ts which
show the relationship between the internal pipe diameter and the
wall thickness for varying internal pressure 1 as well as the
endloads caused by the internal pressure. These pipe dimensions
were needed in order to size the coupling and to be able to
perform initial design calculations (eg. the adhesive shear
st.ressdepends on the surface area which in turn depends on the
pipe diameter and wall thickness).

The thin-cylinder theory was also used to establish the loading
condition .ina pressure pipe. The unit loads "'ere deriv~d and
hence the rati~ ~f hoop loading to axial loading, which was used
in the Classical Lamination Theory I was found. This is the
loading condition of any pressure pipe that is not restrained
axially.

The three principal stresses in a thin cylinder are the
circumferential (hoop) stress, the lon~itudinal (axial) stress
and the radial stress. If the ratio of thicknes~ to internal
diameter is less than about. 1/20, it may be assumed with
reasonable accuracy that the hoop and axial ~tresses are constant
throughout the thickness and that the radial stress is small and
can be neglected.

The equation for the h00d stress in a thin cylinder is

and the equation for the axial stress ~n a thin cylinder is

(1 - lia o4!:
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t"here l' is tJ::l~ internal pressure, d is the internal diameter and
t is the wall thickness.

It is possible t.o convert the above stresSE~Sinto unit loads r ie.
a Load psr u:nit width. Using the relationship

(J_...E
A

w~ get

_L- =N = (J. t
",:f.dt:h

where (1 is a direct stress, A is the cros a=sect.LonaL area, 1? is
the applied load and N is the unit load (load per unit width).

substituting the stresses from the Thin Cylinder theory into the
above aquat.Lona , the unit loads are defin,:d as follmls:

and

where Nh and lra are the loads per unit width I P is the internal
pressure, and c'.f is the internal diameter.

The loading ra,.tio of thin vlalled pressure ,l:)l.pesis

Nb _ 2
N '.t
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The theory assumes a plane stress state in tho lamin~, the stress
perpend Lcu La.r to the plane of the l.,tlminaassumed to be zero. The
elastic st:ress-strail1 relat.ions of the Lama.na can be e}tpressed
in matrix :Cormas follows:

where 1 idl~mtifies lamina coordinates I and [J';] I the compliance
matrix, relates the stre.ss and strain components in the principal
materia: directions. (The Lamination Theory is: described in more
detail in appendd.xA).

1F2

-E-~--~:---+

The loading condition shown in the figure above was det.ezm.ined
in section 3.1. Using the Classical Lamination Theory the
optimum Lay-up angle for a pressure pipe was found to be
appx:oximately 55° to the axis of the pipe (see figure 3.2).

Fl.gure 3.1 : Diagram snowing the fibreo:rientation
and loading condition.
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"
u·"·· 4t•·c= 11-s

-: u..
~
! u~.....
c u

:
.: 11

11 .. ..

From the thin cyl.inder theory the axd.aL stress is

+--.,--.---.--~-,..,.---.,.--..,...,---,-.J
"'" e...... " .. IU".U!

To draw the g:raph of endload versus pressure for various pipe
diameters dud NaIl thicknesses , tihe following procedure vias
adopted. The relationship

FJ.gure 3.2 Relationship bet.ween first ply f.a'lure
and fj.bl:,evrientation.

(wheJ:'eE'is the endl.oad , P is the internal pressure and Dj is the
internal diameter) was used to plot a curve of endload versus
p17eSSv.refor some aeLect.ed internal pipe diameters. These are
t.he straight lines in figure 3.3.

which can be rewritten as
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where t is the wit:l.l1thickness, k is a constant incorporating the
ultimate failure stress, P is the internal pressure and Dj is the
internal diamets:r.

Using the Classical Lamination Theory, the
thicknesses for a range of pipe diameters and
ceLcu Laced (see appendix B for table of results).

minimum wall
pressures was
Plotting this

data on a graph of thickness versus pressure results in a series
of straight lines for the various diameters. The equations for
the straight lines yield a value

k OM 1
<iSS

which is constant for all lines.

substituting
JJ ... _1:_

k'P

in the equation

:.r:esultsin

l~igure 3.3 repre3ents these relationships graphically.
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250

200
.......z..:.:::.__.
(b 150-
E
t£

100

50

0
0

Figure 3.3 Relationshio battveen r-ressure,
endLoad, dialL'l.eter and wail thickness for a
composite tube (material propert.l.es aze Flhownin
table 5.1, page 106).
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From this figure a pipe diameter for the test specimens was
selected. The point labelled M indicates the target pressure and
the maximumforce that the testing machine was able to supply.
Various pipes with a diameter less than 65 romwould be sui table"
In order to allow for a safety fact.or in the pipe and to minimise
the cost of the test specimens, an internal pipe diameter of 50
romwas selected with a wall thickness of 8 mm.
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3.3 ADHESIVE SHEAR STRESSES

E'rom the calculated pipe dimensions it is possible to predict
adhesive shear stresses and hence also to establish an optimum
adhesive length for a certain pipe outside d i.amet.er. A lap shear
joint of constant width (represented by the perimeter of the
outside of the pipe) increases in strength with an increase in
the length of the overlap. Th;j"seffect however deozeases until
an optimum length is reached, after which an increase in length
has no more effect on the strength of the lap joint. The optimum
lap jOint length for the selected pipe dimensions can then be
calculated.

Volkerson's theory is used to estimate the shear stress
distribution in an adhesive lap joint.

[2..] 0.5

-c(x} _ • K [(K-l)cosh«at,cK)0'sxj, +cosh«a*K)0.S(l-x»)
't(avg) s~nh(a*K) 0.5 1 1

where

and

Figure 3.4 shows a typical shear stress dis'!:,ribution along a lap
shear joint of constant Tvidth.
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TYPICAL SHEAR STRESS OISTRI BUTION
1.----- ~ _.

DI ........'II ... , rUI f.1 ~I '\

Figure 3.4: Typical shear streis distribution in a
lap shear jOint.

h...
'"..

The maximum shear stress occurs at the ends of the joint.
Plotting these maximum shear stresses f<;:ra number of joints of
different lengths results in the curve i'hown in figure 3.5.

1
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Figure 3.5 Shear stress variation with length of
shear joint.

Fromfigure 3.5 it can be seen. that for an adhesive lap joint of
const.ant;width there is virtually no increase in strength if the
jo~"nt length exceeds 15 rom. For practical ~urposes however this
length is too short. Her.ce a f lange length of 50 romwas
selectei. This means that the adhesive joint will have its
maximumstrength.
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This chapter outlines the approach adopted in developing the
coupling and describes the experimental program used to test each
stage of the development phase.

It 'Has decided to do all tests with small diameter pipes. This
ensured that the loads were not too high and that the testing
machine used (ESH Tensile Testing Machine 250 kN) was able to
load the pipes to failure. As outlined in the previous section
an internal diameter of 50 rom was chosen with a wall thickness
of 8 rom.
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4.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The aim of the experimental program was to establish the ultimate
load that the coupling can sustain and to establish which factors
affect this load. Since the most important part of the coupling
is the interface between the pipe and the coupling, the test
program was designed to test this interface. As ide from the
internal pressure that acts on the pipe, there is an axial force
on the flange (caused by the coupling) f which opposes the axial
force caused by the internal pressure in the pipe. The figure
below depicts t Lis loading condition~

p

Figure 4.1 Load applied to flange.

The test program was designed to simulate this loading condition.
Hence it was essentially a tensile test that was performed.

401.1 TEST SPECIMENS

The test specimens were made of sections of GRP pipe 400 rom in
length, 50 rom internal diameter and 8 rom wall thickness. They
were filament wound using E-glass fibres impregnated with epoxy
resin at a fibre orientation of ±55°. On both ends of the pipe
a circumferential step was machined into the outside of the pipe
wall. Different step geometries were Lnve st LqatiedI the optimum
geometry being shown in figure 4.2.
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50

8

.-----l,.~ 1-.",-2 ---=3..:.:...-5 ___,

25

Fi.gure 4.2 Best step geometry.

Two GRP flanges were laid up directly on the pipe, one on each
side. The thickness of these flanges was 10 rommeasured from the
outside of the pipe. Flanges with different lay-ups of the
reinforcement were tested.

The test length of 400 rom was sufficient to ensure that the
flanges had a negligible effect on the stress pattern at the
middle of the pipe. This was verified using the Finite Element
Technique.

For comparison purposes four other pipe/flange combinations were
tested. In one instance the pipe was made from steel; in two
other cases the flan.ges were made from steel. Although the
purpose of this research was to evaluate GRP couplings on GRP
pipes only lit was decided to investigate the effect of a
material which is much stiffer and harder than steel on coupling
performance. This would give an indication as to how the flange
properties should be tailored (by changing the fibre
orientations) .
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The first of these tests used a plain ended GRP pipe wi.thout a
step. A GRP flange was wound directly onto the P¥.t?e. This
arrangement derives its ctrcngth from the t.ubul.ax' ).>f;lP joint
between the pi.pe and the flange.

tubular
lap joint

<,
,.::.5~~~~m_---,

The second configuration tested had' a step machined into the
pipe. But instead of using a GRP flange, a steel split ring was
used as a flange. The split ring fitted into the step at the end
of the pi:t.~ and the two halves were held together by a large pipe
clamp, as shown in figure 4. 4 .

\
}

£:....._.-,.... -----_.:..------------'

F;~,cgure4-.3 : ,Flange bonded to pipe by tubular lap
jOint.

---------------------------------------------,
STEEL~

GRP
Figure 4.4 : Split steel flange on GRP pipe.
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The third test is similar to the previous test described; except
that ill this case the pipe was manufactured from !$teel and the
~Rl? flanltJe was manufactured dlrectly on the pip~. In one case
the GRPflange was made by wrapping successive layers of resin

\ \

impregnq'.I.tedchopped strand mat Ct. \, the .,pipe. In trie cl;her case
the fla.nge was made using a bulk :".t>.ouldingcompound (BMC)with
three dimensional chopped fibres.

The last test, which alsn utilised ~steel flange, derives its
strength entir'ely from the shear strength of the adhesive which
was used to bond the flange to the pipe. The pipe has a tapered
end , and the flange has an opposite taper on its inside'.

ORP

GRP pipe STEEL

Figure 4.5 : Flange bonded to pipe by scarf joint.
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Figur~J 4. G ; Photo showing pipe and flange
tapered ends.

The two components were simply pushed together Trlith a thin
adhesive layer inbetween. This joint could be made even stronger
by ovarwr-appf.nq with a few layers of GRP.
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As stated E'fl1':'Li.erthe type of b.::st performed was essentially a
tensile test. A jig was manufactured to clamp the specimen in
the testing machine.

split backing ring

--GRP pipe

flange

Figure 4.7 Sketch of test jig.
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Photo of test jig.

Two steel baseplates are attached to the testing ma~nine (one
plate is attached to the piotan I the other plate t.o the
loadcell). Two bac~~ng rings fit behind each flange and are
bolted to the baseplates with four high tensile bolts.

To be able to fit the backing ring behind the flange once this
has been manufactured, the ring was made in two halves. Since
th,i8type of backing ring if"ve:::yunstable I a second backing ring
was used. The second ring was placed directl.y behind the first:
ring, but out of phase by 90°.
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F1gUre 4.9 ing ring.

With the pipe clamped securely in the testing machine it was now
loaded in tension. All pipes were loaded up to failure. Failure
of the pipe is re::;-resented by either the pipe disintegrating, the
flange or the interface failing or a combination of these.

The load was continuously monitored and logged on a pen plotter.
Hence the ultimate load was obtai,nEd. The shape of the plotted
curve glves an Lnda.cat.Lo»as to the modeof faill1,re and hence the
safet'!t (ie. catastrophic or slow failure) of the ccupLfnq,
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4.2 NESUt.TS

ThiS e;ection contains the results of the experimental program as
well as the fin.ite element predictions. Some ideas were
dismissed as l'1on-feasib:Leon the basis of the finite element
result:.sand 'tv-ereconsequently not tested experimentally.

4.2~1EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following diagrams illustrate the different configurations
that were tested. The y-axis displays the land (in kN) and the
x-axis is a time scale (dimensionless).

The ultimate loads listed were obtained from the tensile tests.
The mode of failure of eaC~l configuration is shovn , The
pressures listed are the internal pipe pressure:::.required .to
produce the ultimate loads shown. These pressures are applicable
to the pipes used in the tests, ie. 50 mrn internal diameter and
66 mm external diameter.
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TYPE I FLANGE

Adhesive
50

B

Fi.gure 4.10 Type I flange.

The ultimate load sustained by the TYPE I fl.ange in figure 4.10
was 29 kN, whiCh is equivalent to an internal pressure of 8.5
MFa. The mode of failure was an adhesive shear failure, which
is a catastrophic failure (load bearing capacity drops.to zero
instantanously), as can be seen from figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11 Graph showing the loading on the TYPE
I flange.
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TYPE II li'I.AHGE

8

50C~ ~ I
r-_-.J..~ - r-......_I --,

~'-------Ir-- 35

Type II flan~;e.Figure 4.12

The load bearing capacity of this configuration results from a
combination of the mechanical interaction between the flange and
the pipe, as well as adhesi ve shear stresses along the interface.
The flange is made entirely from chopped strand mat. The
ultimate load sustained by this flange we.~ 30 kNI which is
equivalent to an internal pressure of 9.0 .MPa. Failure in this
test was due to an expa'1sion of the flange. This is a gradual
failure (load bearing capacity drops off vlery slowly), as can be
seen from figure 4.13.
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Fbrte. [kN]

----

Figure 4. 13 : Curve showing the LoadLnq and gradual
failure of the TYPEII flange.
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TYPE III FLANGE

r------.------------".,.. ..~~....--~..---...,

50r---_...;:;~--.---..
.,," 1

i---------1~----~~~-35~lBCSM

Figure 4.14: Type III flange.

This flange is similar to the TYPEXI flange except th,~t the step
angle has been ; .' sased to 900

• "All other dimensions have been
maintained. Tli .timate load sustained by this flange was 56
kNI v!hich is equivalent to' an internal pressure of 16.5 MPa.
Failure here was due to crusning of a resin wedge in the corner
of the step (in the flange). This is a gradual failure.

Figure 4 .15 ~ -Graph of test result for TYPE III
flange.
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TYPE IV FLANGE

ROVINGS

35
B

50
CSM ....

Figure 4.16 Type IV flange.

This flange and pipe have the same step geometry as t.he previous
combination n The flange is made almost en+ I rely from chopped
strand mat, except for the rovings (uni-direct' ...onal fibres) wound
into the corners. The purpose of these ravings ','las mainly to get
rid of the resin wedges which caused the TYPEIII flange to fail.
The ultimate load sustained by this flange was 65 kN, which is
equivalent to an internal pr es : ure of 19.2 MFa. Failure here was
due to crushing of the fibres in the corner of the step (in the
flange). This is a slow failure, as can be seen by the slow
decrease in the load bearing capacity in figure 4.17.
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I I I:
I I 1,:.'"I !! I I

-time

Figure 4.17 Curve showing the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE IV flange.



TYPE V FLANGE
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50r--"-'-;'--~
CSM-_"'-~-

___ , . 3_5---11 B

UD-ROVINGS
Figure 4.18 : 'J~ypeV flange.

Two tests with this geometry were done. As opposed to winding
uni-directional (UD) rovings in the hoop direction, UD-rovings
were aligned in the axial direction to give the flange a higher
axial compressive strength at the face of the step. This would
also eliminate any exceas resin in the corner (at the face of the
step). In the first case (type V(a)) the ultimate load sustained
was 68 kNI which i.s equivalent to an internal pressure of 20.0
MPa. Failure here was due to crushing of the fibres in the
corner of the scep (in the pipe). This is a gradual failure.
In the second test. (tyP(~ V(b) the ultimate load was 72 kN, wha.ch
equivalent to an Lnt.erna l, pressure of 21.1 MPa. Th:i.i;pipe failed
due to interlaminar shear. This is a catastrophic failure mode
(ie. the load bearing capacity drops to zero instantaneously).
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Figure 4 .T~ --:-~Graph sho~1ing the load bearing
capac Ley of the TYPE V(a) flange.

! ; !
I I

, I
F'oTcf [l.:N]

50

o
I :

! !
j i

I I

1 .. :~ ..

I

Figure 4.20 Graph showing the load bearing
capacitr of the TYPE V(b) flange.
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TYPE VI FLANGE-___,-

,---""------

B

CSM

60ROViNGS-

S'"--------1(. ,

UD-ROVINGS
Figure 4. 2J. 'rY\'e VI flange.

The rea!' st.ap was tapered since it did not perfb.trn any useful
func'tion. It now has the shape of a tubular scarf joint, which
is a more efficient Joint than the tubular lap joint. The entire
joint '¥,7as moved back from the end of the pipe. The rO\Ti)J.gswound
in th<:":!hoop direction prevent the flange from expanding radially
when the load is applied. The ultimate load sustained by this
fla,nge was 62 kN, which is equivalent to an internal pressure of
18.2 MPa. Failure here was due to c~ushing of the fibres in the
corner of the step (in the pipe). This is a slow compressive
failure.



Figure 4.22 : Graph showing the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE VI flange.
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TYPE VII FLANGE

8

CSM
50

ROVINGS==~~~~ 40
",-, __ .......13

UD-ROVINGS
Figure 4.23 : TYPE VII flange

The lay-up is identical to the previous flange, except tbat the
step is slightly deepe.: and the flange is closer t.othe end of
the pipe. The ultimate load sustained by this flange was 70 kNr
which is .equivalent to an internal pressure of 20.6 MFa. Failure
here was due to buckling of the fibres on the inside of the pipe.
This is a slow failure.

10kN

~.~~"----
~_.r.

Figure 4.24 Graph showing the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE VII flange.
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T~PEVIII FLANGE

8

CSM "

UD-ROVINGS
Figure 4.25 TYPE VIII flange.

The geometry of this flange is identical to the TYPE VII flange
with additional hoop reinforcement. The ultimate Load sustained
by this flange was 75 kN I whd.ch is equivalent to an internal
pressure of 22.0 MPa. Failure here was due to buckling of the
fibres on the inside of the pipe. This is a slow failure.

!fbn·:. : '.~t<.r'~·I···':I' t . ~ I .!I
. I Ii.

'! ' ,,'! I I
1111" ...

Figure 4.26 : Graph showing the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE VII! flange.



TyPE IX FLANGE

STEEL ....

35

L_~~~~==~~~ ~
Figure 4.27 TYPEIX flange.
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B

This flange is made from a split steel ring, resulting in a very
high compressive strength (in the flange) at the face of the
step. The ultimate load sustained by this flange was 75 kN,
'tvhich is ec..:uivalent to an internal pr.essure of 22.0 MPa. Failure
here was due to inter laminar shear of the pipe. This is a
catastrophic failure.

liii flNri
1

Figure 4.28 Graph showing the load beari.ng
capacity of the TYPEIX flange.
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',rYPE X FLANGE

STEEL ....

GRP

Figure 4.29 : TYPE X flange.

The flange and pipe are both tapered (6"), fanning an adhesive
scarf joint. This joint derives its strength solely from the
adhesive used and the accuracy ''lithwhich the joint is made.
The ultimate load sustained by this flange was 82 kN, which is
equivalent to an internal pressure of 24.1 MFa. The mode of
failure was an adhesive shear failure, which is a catastrophic
failure, as can be seen from figure 1.30.

Figure 4.30 Graph showing the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE X flange.
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GRP OVERLAY
STEEL ...

GRP

l'
Figure 4. 31 : 'l.'YPEXI flange.
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This flange is simila:r to the TYPEX flange, except that it has
an overwrap wh:j:~chincreases the laffect i.ve shear area of the
adhes i ve . Two ~;ef.Jts\'1ere done. In the first case (type XI(a) )
the ultimat.e load suatiaf.ned was 50 kNI whd.ch is equivalent to an
internal pressure of 14.7 MFa. Failure here was due to adhesive
shear. This is a catastrophic failure. In the second test (type
XI(b» the ultimate load was 93 kN, which equivalent to an
internal pressure of 27.4 MPa. Failure in this case was also due
to adhesive shear.
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Figure 4.32 Graph showing the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE XI(a) flange.

Figure 4.33 : Graph showing the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE XI(b) flange.



TYPE XII FLANGE
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STEEL 30 8

Figure 4.34 TYPE XII flange.

In this case the pipe is made from sceeL anu the flange is made
from GRP, ie. the pipe has a high stiffn~ss compared to the
flange. The ultimate load sustained by this flange was 105 kN,
which is equivalent to an internal pressure of 31 MFa. Failure
was due to crushing of the fibres in the flange. This is a slow
failure, as can be seen from figure 4.35.

I'

i"

, ·,,1--
I

I

Figure 4.35 Graph shmving the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE XII flange.
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TYPE XIII FLANGE

STEEL
35

8

Figure 4.36 Type XIII fl~nge.

This test has the same geometry as the previous test I except that
the material used was a bulk moulding compound with short chopped
fibres (6mmlength) oriented in all three dimensions. This
ma'terial has essentially isotropic properties, due to the random
orientation of the fibres. The ultimate load eusce Lned by this
flange was 70 kN, which is equivalent to an internal pressure of
20 MFa. Failure was due to crushing of the fibres in the flange.
This is a slow failure, as can be seen from figure 4.37.
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Figure 4.37 Graph showing the load bearing
capacity of the TYPE XIII flange.
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4.2.2 FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS

TWd of the configuratior ..s which vlere modelled with the finite
element technique are shown in the figures below. Themeshes of
each moe"'::llare shown in Appendix C.

!\
\',

r--------------~--------~------------------------------i
actual coupling

finite element model

Fi~e 4.38 : Self-locking flange.

The aim of this model was to determine the radial expansion of
the pressurized fihreglass pipe. If the radial expansion between
two stiff sections in the pipe (these are the sides of the steel
flange) is large, then a mechanical interaction between the pipe
and the flange results. This concept of a self-tightening flange
CQuldb~ implemented in the design. The finite element model is
simplified by incorporating only two stiff steel rings around the
flexible GRPpipe. This is a valid simplification! since the
remaining material in the flange does not have muchE!ffect on the
expansion of the pipe (since the steel rings are much stiffer
than the GRPpipe). The folloNing figure is the displacement
plot obtained from the finite element software.



\ Figure 4. 39 : Radial
'\(,~woouter stiff~ning
'.."')

The output shows the maxnaum radial expansion between the tvlO

stiffening rings to be appz-ox.Lmat.e.Ly O. 4tmm (diametral expansion)
at 30 MPa. Althol~'1hfairly sma.Ll, tolerances can be achieved with
the filament winding process, this expansion is not enough to
enSUre a reliable joint. This configuration was discarded and
was hence ~~t tested.

F.igure 4.40 shows a pipe with a double flange attached to it.
It was thought that by introducing a second step che shear area
could be increased sufficiently to affect the load bearing
capacity considerably.

F:i.gure4.40
it.

Pipe with a double flange attached to
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Figure 4.41 shows the aXial stresses in a GRP pipe with two GRP
flanges.

Figure 4.41 : Axial stresses in a GRP pipe with two
GRP flanges.

o

The applied load is equivalent to an internal pressure of 19 MPa.
It becomes immediately apparent from the figure that almost the
entire force gets transmitted across the first step. Thus very
little can be gain~d by introducing a second step, and hence it
was decided not to test this configuration.

o
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Fig~re 4.42 shows a type XII flange. The pipe is made from mild
st7'~'l"and the flange is made f:t'vmGRP.
/J (

<,/~"

TYPE IV

,) [ GRP
! r--'----'

TYPE XIISTEEL

GRP
GRP

rcdlused corners

Type IV and type XII flange.Figure 4..42

Initially a coarse mesh was used to establish regions with stress
concentrations. As expected I the step area was found to be such
~ region. The mesh was subsequently refined at the front of the
step to yield a more accurate solution. Figure 4.43 shows the
axial stre~ses in both the flange and the pipe. The load applied
was equivalent to an internal pressure of 31 MFa (ie. the load
at which the experimental flange failed). The load was applied
as a pressure on the face of the flange.
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Figure 4.43 : Axial stresses in steel pipe with GRP
flange (TYPEXII).

It can be clearly seen that the stress concentration is very
localised in the corners and on the surface of the pipe 'Wherethe
flange is in contact with it. Another interesting observation
can be mad~ from the above figure. Due to its high stiffness,
th'? s:teel has a much higher stress concentration than the GRP.
Since the steel is strong enough to accomodate this stress
concentration! a very high load beari.ng capacity can be achieved.

The next model has virtually the same geometry, but in this case
a GRPpipe is used (TYPEIV). The only difference in 'the mesh
is that the corners were "radiused" to model the actual situation
more accurately. The axial stresses are shown in figure 4.44.
The load applied was equivalent to an internal pressure 0f 19 r-1Pd
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and was applied as a pressure on the face of the flange.

Figure 4.44 : Axial stresses in GRP pipe with GRP
flange (T~PE IV).

(I

Clearly here the stress concentration in the GRP flange is much
higher than in the previous case, where a steel pipe was used.
This shows that the use of a high-r.,tiffness material such as
steel will improve the performance of the coupling.

(I

The last two figures do not model any experiments. In this case
the type IV flange/pip8 was pressurized from the inside to model
the pipe in use.



Figure 4.45 : Axial stresses in a "pressurised" GRP
pipe with GRPflange.



Figure 4.46 : Hoop stresses in a "pressurised" GRP
pipe and GRP flange.

The internal pressure applied is 19 MPa, which causes an axial
force on the flange of 65 kN (this was the ultimate load in the
experiment) . From these results the effect of the internal
pressure on the stresses can be analysed in comparison to the
tensile tests thi:.'\twere done on the test pipes and flanges.
These results are discussed in further detail in the following
chapter.
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5 DZSCUSS:I:ON

Couplings and joints are a ncccccary part of any piping
installation. Without the pipe being able to be connected to any
equipment it would be a \vorthless system. The coupling design
becomes increasingly complex and critical as the operating
pressures increase. The coupling cannot simply be designed. on
its own, since it is an integral part of the pipe and as such
needs to be designed together with the pipe. This is especially
true for composite pipes r since the pipe design has a large
effect on the performance of the coupling.
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The "u"-type rubber ring used in the vact.aul.a,c coupling is
ideally suited to seal high pressure pipes. It does not rely on
any bolts or other devices to impose the sealing pres"ur' on it.
Instead this seal relies on the hydrostatic pressure to provide
the seal~ng pressure.

Figure 5.1 : Hydrostatic rubber seal.

As the internal wabezpreL\sure increases, so the pressure on the
lips of the rubber ring increases and hence the sealing pressure
is Lnczeased . The proposed coupling will. use the hydrostatic
seal tor the sealing function.

The axial force must be transferred somehowfrom one pipe to the
adjacent pipe. This occurs through the coupling, which is built
up on the outsirle of the pipe. Henc,' the load path is deflected
outwardfrom the pipe to the coupling and inward to the next pipe
again, as shownin figure 5.2.



shear r;;; I

Figure 5.2 Load path in coupling.
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Thus there is e::3sentiallya shear load on the pipe and the
coupling. This sets up a bending moment in the whole system, as
shown in figure 5.3.

Figure"5.3 : Bending of the pipe and coupling.

Section 2.2.2 described a situation where a flange is either
wound directly onto the pipe or a serrated metal ring is pushed
onto the pipe and adhesively bonded to the pipe. In both cases
there is a distinct interfac' between the coupling (flange or
serrated ring) and the pipe. A shear force occurs at the
interface due to the load being transferred from the coupling to
the pipe.
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I
I

A shear stress is set up in the adhesive film between the pipe
and the coupling. The load bear.ing capacity of the coupling thus
depends on the strength of the adhesive (assuming that the
interlaminar shear strength is higher than the adhes Lve shear
strength) .

I ... ..... 1
"... I ......,..... '1'\J\J\l\N\I',.1\l\J\l\N\I\..... ......

.F1gure 5.4 Load transferral from flange to p~pe.

The quick-connect coupling described in chapter 2 uses a
different method to transfer the load from the coupling to the
pipe. It utilises a key (steel cable or polypropylene) as the
shear member. This concept is illustrated in the figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 : Load transferal method of quick-
connect coupling.
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As the load increases a shear stress is set up in the key (as~
'I!\7ellas the coupling and the pipe). The load bearing capacity
of this coupling depends to a large c~tcnt cn th~ ctrength of the
key. However if a steel key is used, then the stiffness of the
key is much higher t.han the stiffness of the pipe and the
coupling; hence failure of one or both of these components may
occur.

The coupling uses a combination of two methods of load
transferral:
(i) part of the load is transferred through adhesive shear
stresses from the flange to the pipe.
(ii) part.of the load is transferred mechanically from the f Lanqe
to the pipe.
The first flange tested had the cross-section shown in figure 5.6
below.

___ -+1
¢~ I

---_j
Fi~JUre 5.6 Cross-seetlon of first test flange.

The flange was manufactured by wrapping successive layers of
resin irnpregna'cedchopped strand mat around a fibreglass pipe
which had.the step shown above machined into it. Shear stresses
exist in the adhesive along the entire contact surface. A "key"
effect is achieved by having the step machined into the pipe.

.II
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The aim of the tapered step was to minimise the stress
concentrations in the corners. Figure 5 .7 illustrates the
relationship between the two force components and the angle of
the step.

(0)

F - F.- p

(c)
Effect of step angle on forceFigure 5.7

components.

The problem encountered with this geometry, which was also the
cause of failure of the flange, was that the force along the
surface of the step (F) caused excessively high hoop stresses in

- s
the flange. These hoop stresses caused the flange to expand and
eventually slide over the pipe. The results in section 4.2.1
indicate that this flange (TYPE II, figure 4.12) could sustain
a maximum pressure of 9 MPa when used on a pipe wlth an internal
diameter of 50 rom.

One method of increasing the load bearing capacity of this flange
is to use a different type of glass reinforcement, ego
unidirectional fibres wound in the hoop direction. This would
strengthen the flange in the hoop direction and would minimise
its expansion, thus making it more difficult for the flange to
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slide over the pipe. It was howeve r felt that the geometry of
the pipe/flange interface needed to be changed significantly in
order to achieve much higher load bearing capacities.

The two other extremes are a fl~t pipe with no step at all, in
which case the entire load is transferred from the flange to the
pipe via adhesive shear stresses, and a step with a right angle,
in which case there is a mechanical interaction between the pipe
and the flange (see figure 5.7). Both these cases were examined
experimentally.

The results show that the comb.i.na.t.LorrX. .iouc t'l:lestep (TYPE I
flange, figure 4.10) is even weaker than the pd.pe with the
tapered step. So although there are no stress concentrations
which can damage the pipe or the flange, this combination is very
weak because the adhesive is not strong enough. The type of
failure that occurs with an adhesive joint is a catastrophic
failure. A coup.Li.nqof this type would show no signs of
weakening at all. There would be no water leaks to indicate the
onset of failure.

The results for the pipe with a right-angled step (TYPE III
flange, figure 4.14) show a significant increase in load bearing
capacity. This pipe/fla.nge combination failed at an eqUivalent
internal pressure of 16.5 MPa. The flange was manufactured by
winding resin impregnated choppedl"strand mat directly onto the
pipe, as shown in figure 4.14. The reason for this lay-up was
that it is probably more di.fficult to shear "through" a layer of
glass reinforcement than to shear this layer off another layer
(i'd. interlaminar shear). The mode of failure was not by
shearing "through" the layer of glass reinforcement, as expected.
A different problem arose during the manufacturing phase (see
figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8 Resin wedge in corner of flange.

Since it is very difficult to J.ay a coarse chopped strand mat
into such a small corner (step depth is only 2 rom), the entire
corner was filled with resin only. 'rhis resin wedge sheared off
the flange, which resulted in a qeomet.ry sii.llilar to that shown
in figure 4.12 (TYPEII flange). This ~apered step once again
caused excessively high hoop stresses which resulted in the
flange expanding and eve~tually nlipping over the pipe.

Figure 5.9 Photograph of f lange expanding and
slipping over step.
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The next improvement was obviously to get rid of the resin wedge
so that premature failure: ,Iwouldnot occur. The lay-up used for
this flange was basically the s~mp ~s for the previous flange.
However, glass rovings were tightly wound into the corners (as
shown in figure 4.16, TYPEIV flange) to prevent a resin wedge
from forming here. The result was an increase in the load
carrying capacity from 56 kN (TYPEIII flange) to 65 kN (TYPEIV
flange). This flange failed by crushing of the fibres at the
face of the step. The fibres at the step (in the flange) were
all oriented tran~~versely to the direction of load application
and hence were very weak in compression, 'W'hichis the reason for
their failure I;

To increase the performance of the flange, the compressive
strength of the flange in the axial direction was improved.
Since the glass fibres are much stronger it' compression along
their axis than +rausve.rae to their axi:s they need to be
oriented along the axis of the pipe (in the ;,:"~p region) in oxder
to increase the strength of the flange. F":, \:zure 4.18 (TYPEV
flange) shows how the unidirectional fibres are laid up in the
flange to transfer the load to the pipe. Two such tests were
performed and in both cases an inCrease in load bearing capacity
was achieved. However, in both cases a new failure mode
occurred, and in both cases the pipe failed (interlam:i.l~flr shear
and compression), not the flange.

In the first case (TYPEV flange, test a) the fibres at the face
of the step (in the pipe) failed in compression.
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Figure 5.10 Photograph shewing compressi~e
failure of the pipe (step r~gion).

clearly now the compressive strength of the flange (in the step
area) was higher than the compress.i.ve strength of the pipe.
Therf~is a simple expLanat.i.on for this. The fibres in the flange
were axially oriented (wHich is also the direction of Load
appJ.ication) v.7hereas the 1fibres in the pipe were oriented a.t an
angie of ±55° to the axis of the pipe, hence these fibres are
moze transversely loaded. than axially. Since the aim was not to
opzLmd.eethe pipe prope:'cties I but to keep the pipe as simple .as
pcssible with one fil:re. orientation only (±SS 0) I the geometry a.nd
Looat.Lon of the st.ep are the only variables that viere altered.

Xn the second case (TYPEV flange f tes'c b) the pipe failed by

interlaminar shear I as shown in the figure 5.11 ove.rLeaf .
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Figure 5.11 : Photograph showing Lnt.ezLamf.naz'shear
failure of the pipe.

Failure here occurred at a slightly higher load than in the ("irst
case. This would indicate that the step in the second case was
possibly s1 lhtly d~eper than 1.11 the first case I thus decreasing
the compressive stress at the face of the step. Otherwise the
mode of failure should again have been compression of the fibres.
Another useful result of this test is tileaverage interlaminar
shear strength of the pipe which is calculated as follows:

1" _ F
A

F 72,000
11; * 62 * 35" .., ~0 •5 MFa

The previous two tests show clearly that a small change in
geometry I for example a marginally deepened step I can have a
different failure moce as a result.

After the load has been applied to the coupling r the flange would
have been compressedr and in the exrTeme case would have moved
forward relative to the pipe, as illustrated, in the figure 5.12
overleaf.
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......... ,....•

__ I L._.._..._.._..._..J
Figure 5.12
compression.

Displacement of flange after

Afte~ loading a small gap exists at the rear edge of the step.
T~lis indicates clearly that the rear step serveE~no purpose at
all. It also shows that in the extreme case the adhesive may
have fa.iled already I but the load can still be carried by the
step. The step geometrywas changed, as shownin the figure 5,13
below.

after

Figure 5.13
up.

cross-section of flange showing lay-

This g~ometry is simpler to manufacture and allows the load to
fol.low the path of the fibres more easily since there are no
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sharp corners. The load is thus successfully transferred f:rom
the coupling to inside the pipe. Because the load is now applied
much closer to th~ centre of the pipe, "the }:~l'2ding momerrtcaused
by the f lange is also reduced. The tapered axea of the step
represents a tubular scarf jOint which is mere -afficient than a
straight tubular joint. For this test the step was machined
fU.rther back from th9 end of the pipe. The purpose of this was
tel increase the interlaminar shear area in the pipe. If the
Lrrce.r.Lamd.nax sh.aa.r mode of failure· could be :..nduceclin the pipe,
then it would be easy to pz-edd,c the coupling performance.
Fairly high load bearing capacities should be achieved if this
mode of failure is induced.

The new ddmens ions are shown in figure 4. 21 ('rYPEVI flange).
Evident.ly the shear area was increased too much and once again
tho pipe failed by compression of the fibres in the step area.
The failed pipe is shown in the figure below.

-. ,~: '~.:;:'

__,..~.•"c.:.~_.~~_~~·.}'~:t~~~.E~,~.;',~~_~~~~1_j

Figure 5.14 Photograph showing compressive
failure of the pipe (new flange cross-section).

Anot.har observation (which can be seen as a lightly coloured
pa cch on the photo) is the delamination O~ tbe inside of the
pipe. This has probably come about due ::0 the high bendin.g
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moment cause by the flange. It indicates another weak area in
the pipe and could possibly cause another mode of failure, viz.
buckling of the pipp

The shear area had obviously been increased too much in the
previous test, and it was decided to decrease this again. In
addition to this the step depth was inoreasedv thus decreasing
the compressive stress on the face of the step due to the larger
cross-sectional. area. The reason for this alteration was that
the compressive failures had consistently occurred at lower loads
than the ;interlaminar shear failures. Hence it was desirable to
induce an :Lnterlaminar shear' failure in the pipe.

The new dimensions are shown in figure 4.23 (TYPE VII flange).
The fj.breswound in the hoop direction (circles on the dio.gra.m)
prevent the flange from expanding at the back. As can be seen
from the results, failure occurred at a load of 70 kN, which is
equivalent to the force produced by an internal pressure of 20.6
:MPa (for a pipe outside diameter of 66 mm) . This is "ery close
to the previous result where the pipe failed by interlaminar
shear. However neither of the previous two failure modes
occurred here. In this case the pipe failed by buckling. The
buckling occurred on the inside of the pipe, and is visible as
a lightly coloured delaminated patch on the photograph in figure
5.15.
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::&'igure 5.15 : Photog::::-aphshowing a buckling failure
of the pipe (lightly coloured patch on the inside
of the pipe).

This type of failure can come about due to very high bending
moments set up in the pipe by the flange. If the pipe wal I is
thin or if the flange is very large (and hence the load is
applied far from the centre of the pipe) I this bending moment can
easily cause failure in ,he pipe.

To further increase the strength of the coupling the pipe was
strengthened in the hoop direction to prevent buckling (TYPEVIII
flange, figure 4.25). For this purpose a 3 mmdeep step (rather
than a 2 romdeep step) was machined Lnt;o the pipe, as in the
previous test. The unidirectional fibre reinforcement was wound
perpendicular to the axis of the pipe to a thickness of
approximately O.S nun. The remaining construction of the flange
was virtually identical to the previous flange. The results
showed a slight increase in the load bearing capacity to 75 kNr

which is equivalent to an internal. pressure of 22.0 HPa. l'his
was the highest load obtained for a GRP pipe/GRP flange
combination. The mode of failure here was buckling of t.he fibres
on the inside of the pipe.

Five other tests tlTereperformed for ccmpaz'at zve purposes. These
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tests involved both GRPpipes with a mild steel flange attached
to them and steel pipes with a GRPflange attached to them. The
first of these pipes had a simple rectangular s cep machined into
it (figure 4.27, TYPEIX flange).

The dimensions of this step ar~1 the same as ))iIl the TYPE III
flange. The flange was machaned .from mild steffl and was in the
form of a split ring. The two halves of the flange were fitted
over the pipe and held together by means of a hose clamp. The
pipe in this test failed by int:erlaminar shear and the load
obtained (75 kN) was 4%higher th~n the load obtained for the
equivalent test using a GRP fl&nge. This differenc~ is most
probably due to a ('light difference in the size of the steps
(inaccuracy in the mar'hining process).

In the second of these tests the mild steel flange was adhesively
bonded to the pipe using a scarf joint (figure 4.29, TYPEX
flange). A taper of 6° was machined into the pipe, with the
steel flange having a matching taper. This contact area forms
the scarf joint.



Figure 5.16 Photograph shm·ting the tapered
section which makes up the scarf joint.
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The strength of this joint is derived solely from the str8ngth
of the adhesive. The scarf joint is inherently a very strong and
efficient jOint, as described in section 3.3. This can be seen
from the very high load that was obtain(::;5. (82 kN). An important
feature of the mode of failure of this coupling is that it is ?

catastrophic failure, ie. the load carrying capaci ty
instantaneously drops to zero when the adhesive fails. There are
no warnings that indicate the onset of failDre.

The next geometry tested (TYPEXI t figure 4.31) is virtually
identical to the previous one, with the exception of an
ac5..:.itional strap jOint (tubular lap joint) on the outside. This
joint is made by simply wrapping successive layers of resin-
impregnated glass reinforcement around the outside of the pipe
and flange. Tbis effectively i.ncreases the area over which
bonding takes place. Two tests were performed with this
geometry I and two completely different results were obtained.
In the one test the highest load (93 kN) of all the tests was
obtained. This load is equivalent to the load caused by an
internal pressure of 27.4 MPa. In the seccnd test one of the
lowest loads (50 kN) was obtained. The cause of this was perhaps
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that the adhesive joint was not properly prepared (it was either
dirty, or the tapered surfaces tiid not match properly). These
two results indicate that this type of joint is very unreliable.
Extreme care has to be taken to prepare the joint properly, and
even then one cannot guarantee a strong joint.

In the Laat,two tests a scee.L pipe was used, which had the step
machined into it. In one case the flange was made from chopped
strand mat (TYPE XII, figure 4.34) which was laid up directly
onto the pipe. The highest load of all tests was obtained here,
viz. 105 kN, which is equivalent to an interna.l pressure of 31
MPa. Due to the high stiffness of steel compared to GRP, the
stress concentration at the step occurs in the pipe and not in
the flange, as can be seen in th~~finite element model in figure
4.43. The flange, whf.ch had the fibres a1!'.iallyaligned at the
step, failed due to compression of the fibres at the step. The
steel pipe is also able to resi~;t the bending moment imposed on
it by the flange and hence the buckling failure dos not occur.
The effect of a high strength, high stiffness matel:.ialin the
pipe/flange assembly can be seen here, viz. an increase in the
load bearing capacity.

In the last case (TYPE XIII flange, figure 4.36) the flange was
made from a bulk moulding compound (BMC) with short fibres (6 rom
length) oriented in all directions. However due to the low glass
content (approximately 20% by mass, comp~i:'edto 35% for the
chopped strand mat flange) t.he load bearing capacity was
accordingly lower at 75 kN, whi.ch is equivalent to an. internal
pressure of 22 MPa.

The remainder of the coupling is as described in chapter 2. A
cylindl:ical spli.t; ring clamps around the flanges on adjacent
pipes. The hydrostatic zubbe r seal is located between the pipe
surface , the !~dgeof the flange and the inside of the split ring
(see figure 5.17).
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Figure 5.17 : Cross-section through one half of the
GRPcoupling.

The bm halves of the split ring are held together by a thin GRP
sleeve.

The critical area of the coupling is the conn.ection of the flange
to the pipe, Le. the interface between the flange and the pIpe 1

hecause the load is transferred across this interface. The size
of the split ring and the external sleeve canleasily be increased
to accommodate an increase in the load, whereas there are
geometrical limitations on the interface, ego the depth of the
step cannot be increased indefinitely to decrease the compressive
stress.
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5.2 FACTORS AFFECTING THE COUPLING PERFORMANCE

There are evidently three different modes of failure of tho pipe:
to compressive' failure of the fibres on the face of the step .
• interlaminar shear failure where a thin cylinder (thickness of

the step) shears off the pipe.
~ buckling failure on the inside of the pipe.
These three modes of failure are closely related to the depth t

of the step and its distance 1 from the end of the pipe (see
figure 5.1.8below) .

Figure 5.18 : step depth and shear length which
affect coupling performance.

In general, an increase in the depth of the step t decreases the
possibility of the fibres failing in compression, since the
cross-sectional area of the step increases and consequently the
compress.:i.ve stress decreases. As the dd.stanoe 1 of the step from
the end of the pipe decreases, so the interlaminar shear area
decreases and the possibility of an interlaminar shear failure
increases. These tendencies occur if the pipe is the component
that fails, not the flange. This is ususlly the case, because
the flange can be made much stronger in compression than the
pipe, since the pipe's fibres are oriented at an angle to the
direction of load application (hence the compressive strength is
much lower).
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The buckling failure depends on var.iousvariables. If the flange
is excessively thick, ie. if the load is applied too far away
from the ('entreof the pipe, then a very high bending moment is
set up in the pipe and a buckling failure may result. Also, if
the step is very deep I then the pipe strength Ls reduced
considerably and a buckling failure may result. HeYlce there is
obviously a limit to the depth of the step. Naturally, if the
step is very close to the end of the p Lpe, then the pipe may
still fail due to interlaminar shear, even if the.step is very
deep.

The three modes of failure can be shown in terms of the step
depth 1: and step length 1 in the form of a failure mechanism map .

COKPRESS\ON

BIJC.KUNG

Fi.gUJ~·e5.19 : Failure mechanism map of the GRP pipe
and coupling.
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Three different regions are shown in the figure. These regions
represent the different modes of fal,lure that can occur in the
pipe:
~ compressive failure of the fibres on the face of the step.

This failure mode results in a slmv decrease in the load
bearing capacity I and will show signs of failure by weeping
or leakage. If failure should occur, then this is a
desirable mode of failure, since there are warning signs and
the necessary precautions can be taken.

• interlaminar shear failure of the pipe. This is a
catastrophic failure since the load bearing capacity drops to
zero instantaneously; hence this mode of failure is not
desirable.

~ buckling failure on the inside surface of the pipe. This is
also a gradual mode of failure, since the load bearing
capacity decreases slowly. Warning signs (such as weeping)
of an impending failure may be visible; hence this is also a
desirable mode of failure.

It appears as if the highest loads are obtained if all three
failure modes are just about to occur. In this instance the
optimum relationship between step depth, pipe wall thickness and
the distance between the step and the end of the pipe is
achieved. Only a slight increase in the step depth wou l.dcause
the pipe to fail due to buckling, or, by moving the step closer
to the end of the pipe an interlaminar shear failure would be
induced.

Line r A I represents a case of constant step depth t where shear
failure will occur if the shear length 1 is not too large. vIith
an increase in shear lengi:.h, the tendency is towards a
compressive failure (compare types V(b) and VI in section 4.2.1).

Line 'B' is a case where the step depth is fairly deep, The
initial mode of failure here is also interlaminar shear. HoWever
as the! shear length is increased the tendency is towards a
buckling failure.
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Lines Ie' and lUI both represent cases where the shear length is
kept constant. The initial mode of failure for a very shallow
step is compression of the fibres on the face of 'the step (for
both case Ie' and 'DI ). As the step depth is increased, the mode
of failure changes to either an interlaminar shear failure (as
in case ' C I where the shear length is fairly short) or to a
buckling i..ailure (as in case ID' where the sr.~ar length is fairly
long) .

Points '1' and '2' on the above figure represent a case of the
TYPEV flange (shown in figure 4.18). Twotests with this flange
were done and in both cases a different failm:e mode resulted.
In one case failure was due to compressiun of the fibres at the
face of the step, in the other case iailure was due to
Lntiez'Lama.naz' shear of the pipe. The step geometry of these pipes
was virtually identical (there may have been very slight
a;i..fferences due to machining). This shows how in some cases two
CI..ifferent fa,\lure modes are just about to occur, and it is hence
difficult to predict the mode of failure in some cases.

Point 13' on the above figure repres~nts a case of the TYPEVI
flange (shown in figure 4.21). Clearly here the distance between
the step and the end of the pipe is too large for interlaminar
shear to occur, and the thickness of the pipe at the step is
still great enough to resist ~uckling.

Points '4' and 15' on the figur.e i'l.boverepresent a case of the
TYPEVII and TYPEVIII flange (s.hown in figures 4.23 and 4.25
respE:!ctively). In this case the st ep depth is deep enough (ie.
the cross-sectional area of the step is large enough) to decrease
the compressive stress so that this mode of failure will not
occur. The pipe's thickness at the step has been decreased too
much so that a buckling fa~lure has resulted.

It is apparent f=orn the figure that there is a "cut-off" point
(ma:rked point 'E'). At this step depth t an increase in the
length 1 will have no fUrther effect on the failure modes. Only
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a slight va:tiation in the step depth twill stving the failure
mode from a compressive fai.lure to a buckl.Lnq' failure or vice
versa. Another interesting point iE!markcd 'F' on the figure.
Here the remcdning pipe we.ll thickness is negligible. Depending
on the length 1 either a buckling failure or a shear failure ~ay
result. The Loadbearing capacity of the coupling will obva. L

be negligible in this case.

The previous figure will change if the flange has a different
thickness. An increase in flange thickness will have as a result
a larger bending moment in the pipe, and hence buckling will be
the primary mode of failure. A change in material properties
will also affect the relat,ionship betweerl the three failure
modes.

To achieve the highest possible load, the flange's and pipe's
stiffness must be as high as possible. Since the pipe's
stiffness is determined by the fibre orientation during the
filament winding process (and is constant for these experiment.s),
the flange must be made at least as stiff as the pipe. The
critical area here is at the face of the step, not the entire
flange.

For this reason the fibres on the inside of the flange are
aligned with the pipe axis, since they· have the highest stiffness
in this direction. These unidirectional fibres now have the
shape of a cone w~ich has little strength in the radial and hoop
directions. The purpose of the ravings wound in tbe hoop
direction over this cone is hence to strengthen the cone in the
hoop direct~on. The remaining Jart of the flange is not highly
stressed and can easily be made up from chopped strand mat.

Fromthe results it can be seen that in all cases where the above
lay-up sequence was used for the flange, the strength and
stiffness of the flange were high enough to prevent failure of
the flange. Virtually the same loads wex.e obtained as for the
steel flange (TYPEIX). The small difference in the ultimate
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a slight variation in the step depth t will swing the f,dl1..1re
mode from a compressivs failure t.o a buckling failure or vice
versa. Another interesting point f e markcd 'F' OL'l the figur.e.
Here the remaining pipe wall thickness is negligible. Dependins-
on the length 1either a buckling failure or a shear fa~lure may
result. The load bearing capacity of the coupling vIill obviously
be negligible in this case.

The previous figure will change if the flange has a different
thickness. An increase in flange thicknes', v.' 11 have as a result
a la.rger bending moment;in the pipe, and h\::L1cebuckl.ing will ;,e
the pr.i..rnarymode of failure. A change in material prope z .. :6
Tllill also affect the relationship between the thr"e f aa.Luz'e
modes.

To achieve the highest possible load, the flange's and pipe's
stiffness must be as high as possibJ e. Since the pipe's
stiffness is determined by the fibre C".cientation during the
filament 'winding process (and is constant for these experiments),
the flange must be made at least as stiff as the pipe. The
cr it.ical area here is at the face of the step I not the entire
flange.

For this reason. the fibres on the inside of the flang'e are
aligned with the pipe axis, since they' have the highest stiffness
in this direction. These unidirectional fi,bres now have the
shape of a cone whicf'!has IH:tle strength in the raoi,al and hoop
directions. The J:-'urpose of t.he ravings wound in the hoop
direction over this COl1eis hence to strengthen the cone in the
hoop directicn. The remaining part of the flange is not highly
stressed and can easily be made up from chopped strand mat.

From the results it can be ssen 't.hat in all ca==s wherE the above
lay-up sequence was used for the flange I he strength and
stiffness of the flange were high enough to prevent: failure of
the flange. Virtually the same loads were obtained as for the
steel flange (TYPEIX). The small difference in the ultimate
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load can be attribu.ted to slight Lnaccurac res during machining
of tr'e step.

The maximumload obtained for this type of flange on a filament
woundpipe (± 550 fibre orientation) with an inside diaraeter of
50 nun.and an outside diameter of 66 romis 75 kN, This load is
equivalent to the load caused by an internal pressure of 22 MPa.
Given the present materials I there are two ways of increasing the
load bearing capacity:
.. decrease in f Lanoe thickneRs: this will cause the load to be
applied closer to the centre of the pipe and will hence
decrea.se the bending momentset up in the wall of the pipe.
Howeverthe flange thickness cannot be decreased inde+"itely,
since the actual coupling still has to clamp around tL. Lanqes
on adjacent pipes. A small flange will have a high contact
stress and will in turn cause a high contact stress on the
coupling .

.. increase in pipe thickness: the pipe's thickness only needs
'co be increased at the ends where the flanges are located. A:n
increase in the wiall thickness means that the step depth cain

increased without affecting the hoop strength of the pipe.
Thuls the buckling strength of the pipe as well as the
compressive strength at the face of the step can be increased
simultaneously. However an increase in wall thickness also
increases +:hedisti:mce between the pipe axis and the line of
load application. Thus an inr:~ease in wall thickness brings
~lith it an increase in the bending moment.

Thl3ini:erlaminar shear failure is a catastrophic failure. The
load bearing capacity of the coupling drops to zero virtually
instantaneously. This type of failure is in most cases
undesiJ:able from the poant; olEf view that there are no previous
indications of an Lmpendanq failure 1 and hence no preoaut.Lons can
be taker.\. The compressive and buckling failures however are very
slow fa:Llures I ie. the load bearing capacity decreases very
slowly as failure of the pipe occurs. In these cases the pipe
would moat;probably start weeping and the coupling would start
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leaking before there is a drastic decrease in load bearing
capacity.

As can be seen from the ~esults the TYPEX and TYPEXI flanges
obtained the highest strengths. The high strength can be
attributed mainly to the high efficiency of the scarf joint,
which was used to bond the f lange to the pipe. This flange
obviously had no problems with shear failures, since the shear
strength of mild steel is an order of magnitude greater than the
interlaminar shear strength of GRP. There is also no rislt. of the
flange Sf ction buck.l.t.ncr(at le?::.'Cat thl::H:,qsmall diametel~s). The
high stiffness of steel aLda the performance of tihe adhesrve
jOint, since there are no large strains in the adheSive. This
joint can unfortunately not be reproduced in GRP due to the
anisotropic material properties and the low stiffness.

Amajor problem occurs if this type of joint (TYPEXand TYPEXI)
is not properly prepared. This is clearly visible by the two
results of the TYPEXI flange; one test yielded a load bearing
capacity of 93 kN, the second test only 50 kN. Premature failure
can easily comeabout it slightly aged adhesive is used or if the
surfaces are slightly dirty. It is impossi.ble to tell in advance
if this ioint is stron~ or not. The fact that the failure is
also a catastrophic fa.ilure (as in the interlaminar shear
failure) is a.nother disadvantage of this type of coupling.

Theresults obtained from the experiments are only valid for this
specific pipe size. Since the end thrust in a closed,
pressurized pipe is proportaional to the square of the diameter
(F 0( d2), the stresses in the pipe would soon exceed the
material's strength if the pi~e diameter is increased too much.
There is very little that can be done about this. To a certain
extent the pipets thickness could be increased to in~reasc its
strength. Howeverthis would most likely be very uneconomical.
As Has shown in the section 3.3 on adhesive stresses t the
strength of a tubular adhesf.ve joint can be increased to a
certain extent by increasing the length of the joint. Thereafter
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an increase in strength can only be achieved hy increasing the
diameter of the pipe I and this is very uneconomical. This is one
of the many reasons why high procaurc piping io limited to small
diameters (th:Ls is also the caae for steel pipes).
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5 •3 :CORREI.ATION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

The resultE of the finite clamant analysis correlate well with
the experimental results. The figures 4.4,4 to 4.46 (GRPpipe
with GRPflange) clearly show two regions where elevated stresses
occur. One region is the stress concentration at the face of the
step, the other area is on the inside of t.he pipe directly in
line with the step. The two figures below superimpose the stress
contours from the finite element analysis on a photograph of the
pipe/flange cross-section. In the first case shown the pipe
failed by compression of the fibres at the face of the step. In
the second case the pipe failed by buckling on the inside
surface.
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Figure 5021 ~ Photograph of pipe and
superimposin1 the hoop stress contours.

The stress contours imposed on tr..e first photograph (fig 5.20)

are the axial stresses in 'the pipe and the flange. On the second
photograph (fig. 5.21) the hoop stresses are superimposed.

In figure 5.20 two stress concentrations of approximately equal
magnitude are clearly visible - one in the flange and one in the
pipe. The load applied on the flange in the finite element model
in this case was 65 kN, whd.ch is the load at which the pipe
failed experimentally (TYPEIV flange). The axial compressive
stress at the face of the step ranges from approximately 40 MPa
to 100 MPa (see figure 4.44). The fibres in the flange can
resist this $tress since they are directly in line with the
applied force. However the fibres in the pipe are not aligned
with the force i they are oriented at an angle of ±5:i 0 to the line
of force and are hence mucn weaker in compression. The average
compressive strength of the pipe (80%glass content by mass, 20%
epoxy resin by mass) is approximately 250 MPa. USing the
Classical Lamination Theory the compressive stren<:lth for such a
laminate, with the fibres oriented at ±551> to the leading aXi:;a,
is foun,1 to be 90 MPa. 'i'his is in the range elf streSSl-S
predicted by the fillite element analysis at the face of the step.
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Hence the possibility of a compressive failure in the pipe is
evident from figure 4.44.

Figures 5.21 and D.l show that the hoop stresses below the step
change from tensile to compressive. The buckled failure region
on the inside of the pipe coincides with these stress contours.
The hoop stresses are due to the bending moment set up by the
flange.

The results obtained are only valid for pipes with an internal
diameter of 50rnrnand a wall thickness of 8 rom. The equation
governing the endload is

Where F is the ultimate load, PiE; the constant internal pressure
and d is tihe outside diameter (the outside diameter is usedo

because the seal is located on the outside of the pipe).
According to this equation the endload increases with the square
of the diameter.

The area Ac of the step over which the compressive force is
applied is given by

and the interlaminar shear area given by

A -1C'd'13 C

where de is the diameter measure~ to the bottom of the step ...nd
1 is the length of the shear area. The relationship between the
two diameters is

d - d -k .C 0
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where k is a constant.

Thus the areas Ac and A,; can be written as

A ... ,~ (2d -k)
c 4. "

Clearly the areas Lncr-easew'ith an increase in diameter (but not
w.ith the square of the diameter as is the case with the endload) .

This explains why higrh pressure pipes nozma Ll.y have small
diameters. A coupling maywork well on Cit small pLpe at a high
pnaasuz'e , but will fail if the pipe diameter is Lnc.reaaed too
much.
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5.4 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION USING THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Two different flange/pipe combinations uere modelled using the
NISA II PC finite element software. These two combinations are
shown in figure 5.22.

:~~p

i~

Figure 5.22: Flange/pipe combinations modelled
using NISA II PC.

By introducing the model with the steel pipe, the effect of the
steel's high stiffness on the performance of the coupling can be
shown clearly. This can be correlated with the experimental
results.

Initially a coarse grid was used for the model. This gave an
indication of the stress pattern, and any stress concentrations
could then be identified. The mesh was then refined in areas
where there was a stress concentration, to obtain a more accurate
result and to show how localised the stress really is. The final
mesh is shown in appendix c.
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For all models aXisymmetric solid elements were used. These
elements may be used with orthotropic material properties [REF.
7]6 which is sufficient- for the pipe and flange. The material
properties used for the th00retical analysis are listed in the
table below. They were obtained from previous tests done on
these materials [REF. 8].

Tab1e 5.1 ~ Material properties used in FE analysis

Filament Hand laid-up Steel pipe
wound pipe flange

(±55")
~

Ex [GPCl] 6.5 6.6 200

Ey [GPa] 10.8 10.0 ---
Ez [GPa] 17.8 10.0 ---

i [GPa]GXy 4.0 3.8 ---
Gyz [GPa] 9.4 4.0 - ...-

Gxz [GpaJ 6.6 3.8 ---
v 0.35 0.32 0.3

These matierLa.L properties apply for a chopped strand mat flange
and a filament wound pipe with a fibre angle ± 550 to the a..tis
of the pipe. The axis-system (as reqquired by the finite element
software) :Lsas follows:
~ x-axis is through-thickness
~ y-axis is along the axis of the pipe
...;~-axis is along the circumference of the pipe.
Fole-simplicity these properties are assumed to be ccnstant
t.hrouqhout;t.hepipe and the flange.
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using the finite element technique.

p -

cenb+.g~__ ._._. ._. . . . ._._

The test specimen, as well as being axi-syrnmetric, has another
axis of symmetry at the middle of the pipe; hence only one half
of the pipe needs to be modelled. The model is constrained in
the axial direction or one side. It is however free to contract
or expand in the radial direction. The load is applied as a
pressure P on the face of the flange. This simulates the
experiment where the t.ens i.Le force is applied in the form of a
distributed load over the face of the f lange by the sp::'i t backing
rings. The pressure P is related to the internal pressure Pj as
follows:

p _ p .• At
:J, A

where A. is the cross-sectional area of the pipe (this is the
1

cross-sectional area up to the outside of the pipe) and A is the
cross-sectional area of the flange.

To model, the experiment as accurately as possible, the finite
element model must essentially consist of two aepa rat;e parts: the
flange and the pipe. Initially the flange and the pipe are
adhesively bonded together. As the load is applied, a certain
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defor.maticn takes place in the flange as this gets compressed
against the step in the pipe.

J
I l

-------------------------------. ____

Deformation of flange afterFigure 5.24
compression.

In the extreme case the adhesive fails entirely and there is only
the mechanical interferenc~e"at the step. The model catered for
this case in that it eLl.owed the flange to move freely in the
axial direction, except at; the step. This is shown in figure
5 .24 above. The flange is also allowed to expand in t·.? radial
direction.

The element meshes used for the finite element models are shown
in appendix C. As men.tioned earlier a refined mesh is used in
the reg:Lon of the step to cater for very localised stress
concentrations. A further refinement in the GRP pipe!GRP flange
model is the use of triangular elements at the front of the step.
These elements help to model the small radius illa sharp corner
due to the machining process. The force used in the each of
these theoretical analyses is equivalent to the ultimate load
obtained in the relevant experiments. The results obtained from
these analyses were already discussed briefly in the previous
chapter. The stresses predicted in the relevant failure regions
(these regions were visible on the test specimens) correspond
fairly well to the material failure stresses.
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Model of GNP pipe ,,!ithGRP flange

The compr€'ssive strength of a GRP laminate with the fibres
oriented at ±556 to the loading axis was found to be
approximately 90 MFa (using the Classical Lamination Theory).
This is illthe region of the compressive stresses predicted by
the theoretical analysis at the front of the step.

The shear stresn in the GRP pipe (figure D.2 in appendix D) is
very high and Loca.Li.sedin the corner at the bottom of the step.
This is an area where a crack can be initiated. The crack will
however not grow perpendicular to the stress ~ontours, as it
v1Oulo: in an isotropic material. Since a laminate is a layered
materia:.with a distinct interface between each layer, the crack
will te','ldto grow along one of these i.nterfaces. This mode of
faj.lureis referred to as interlaminar shear. The interlaminar
shear strength of the filament wound pipes used in the
experiments was found to be approximately 10.5 MPa. This value
is close to the average shear stress (in the region of 7 MPa) in
the end of the pipe as obtained from the theoretical analysis
(see figure D.2).

In figure D.l the increase in the hoop stress at the front of the
flange can clearly be seen. This increase is due to the bending
moment caused in the pipe by the flange. In figure 4.44 (axial
stresses) there is an indication of an increase in compress.ive
stresses cn the inside of the pipe directly below the step, and
also slightly infront of che step. These stress contours
coincide with the failure regions of the buckled pipe. Although
the particular pipe/flange combination that was modelled here did
not fail by buckling, this failure mode was nevertheless
imminent, as can be se-an by the lightly-colo'Y.L'eddelaminated
patch on the inside of the pipe in figure 5.14.

The close corre t ation of the t.heo.ret.Lca l and experimental results
shows that the finite element technique ~an be used as a tool to
predict failure in fibreglass pipes.
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Model of steel pipe and GRP flange

The same mesh was US$~ for toe etecl pipc!GRP flange combi.nation.
The axial stresses a. shonn in figure 4.43. There is a yery
localised stress conce~tration on the surface of the pipe at the
step. The 3t:r:essconcent rat.Lon that was present in the: flange
in the prev.Loue mode.i .(GRP pipe/GRP flange) has virtual.ly
completely disappeared. This is due to the high stiffness of the
steel pipe (the stiffness of steel is one order of magnitude
higher than th~ stiffness of GRP). Since the steel has such a
high stiffness and also a high shear strengt~l. it will not fail
easily due to buckling, compression or shearing. The fact that
the stress concentration has been transferred almost entirely to
the,steel means that the load bearing Capacity can be increased.
The experiment yielded an ultimate Lead of 105 kN, which is
considerably higher (60%) t.hanthe equivalent test using a GRP
pipe.

Model of GMP eipe witr ~?uble GRP flange

Figure 4.40 shows a rloubleflange arrangement. This analysis was
done to establish the effect of two flanges on the load bearing
capacity.

A very coarse mesh was used. The material properties in this
case were taken as simply isotropic, which is acceptable for a
first estimate. The axial stresses are shown in figure 4.41.
Here it is clearly visible that the entire stress concent~ation
occurs at the back step. The front step serves no purpose
whatsoever, since by this stage virtually the entire force has
b~en transferred to the pipe already. The conclusion of this
anal.yca.siZi chat;nothing is gained by using two steps. The only
thing that happens practically is that the size of the coupling
is increased.
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Th;, lite element technique seems tc work well for some cases
and it has been validated for this purpose as being a useful and
reliable t.cel, to prec:.ict streS$~s 1 ; t can p0ssibly be used t.o
model those !;lips/flanga configurat.ions that are too involved to
test experimentally. In particular r the finite clement model can
easily be used to simulate pressure loads tha,t wouLd occur in
practice, whereas axperimeni:::al hydrostatic pressure tElsting at
such high pressures is fairly involved.

'ro be able t.o compare the pressurised model to the un-pressurised
model, the axial load on the interface between the flange and the
pipe is kept constant, ie. 65 kN. The constraintz on this model
were changed considerably. Instead of the end of the pipe being
axially constrain€;d, the one side of the flange is now
constrained, as shown in figure 5.25.

Fl.gure 5.25 : Constraint:s in the pressllrised model

Figure 5.25 shows that the int~~rnal pressure acts over the entire
cross-sectional c.ceea, as well as inside th- "U"-seal which is
Locat.ed on the outside of the pipe. Cll::!arl...tl ~pressure inside
the seal has no effect on the ax.i.a.Lendload (and hence on the
axial force on the interface) since it is acting direDtly through
the flange onto the constraints. Hence the pr-aasure acting over
the cross-sectional area of the pipe only must cause t~e required
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endload of 65 kN. The required pressure P is thus calculated as
follows:

where J? is the endload and A i~ the cross-sectional area to the
D

outside of the pipe. Using thi~ equation the required pressure
is found to be 19 MPa. F.igure 5.26 shows how this pressure is
applled on th~ model.

Loads applied to the finite element

t tfttttfitttttttttt
p

Figure 5.26
model.

o

Tve internal pxeasuze is applied through the seal to the out.as.de
of the pipe and the end of the flange. This causes compressive
stresses in both the flange and the pipe. The pressure acting
across the wall thicItness of the pipe is applied as such and
causes part of the axial load. The pressure acting axially on
the inside of the pipe is applied as a force Pj on the end of the
~ipe. The force Pj is computed as follows:
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wh~re Ai is the cross-sectional area on the inside of the pipe.
La$tly, the internal pressure acts radially outwards.

The figures 4.45 and 4.46 show the axial and hoop stresses
respectively of the pressuri.sed model. Somedifferences exist
between these results and the results for the un-preesur tsed
model. Due to the additional pressure OD the flange, the axial
stresses have becomemore compressive, as expected. The moment
caused by the flang..: is increased due to the pressure acting
inwards through the seal. Howeverthe pressure acting r~dially
tends to counteract this moment. The hoop stresses on the inside
of the pipe are no longer compressive, but tensile stresses.
This means that in this case buckll.ng is no longer a problem.

Howeverthe pre~sure has introduced another stress concentration
in the pipe and the flange at the fac~~of the step. High axial
compressive str~sses act here, predominantly due to the pressure
acting axially on the pipe wall. The stresses are considerably
higher than in the un-presGurised case.

o

Pres$urisation obviously has the effect of increasing 'the axial
compressive stref;1ses and dec:lreasing the hoop stresses. Thus a
different design approach should be taken for a preasurised pipe.
Tominimise the poE:lsibility of a compressive fibre failure, the
step depth shouLd b( increased to incl'ease the step's cross-
sectional area. Although this may increase the possibility of
a buckling fai.lu:re (according to figure 5.19), this is to a
certain excerrt not a pcobLem since the compressive strE.sses have
been decreased significantly by the intet'nal prl~ssure.

()

If the step depth was to be increased by 50~ to 3 ~n, the cross-
sectional area v-lOuldbe increased by 48%. 11'.rie compr-essive
stress would consequently be dec.raased by approxdmatie Ly one
third. Hence they would be in the region of the compressive
axial stresses of the un-pressurised model. The hoop stresses
would nab.rally increase. However the general streus pattern
would be very similar to the un-pressurised case.
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This means that with a few changes in the step dimensions a very
similar load bearing capacity can be 4tJhieved as in the normal
tensile case.
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5.5 ~NERAL GONSIDERATION~

With a thin flunge at.tDchl='0 +:0 the pipe (as is the case with all
the configurations), various methods·of joining adjacent pipes
are possible. A split collar could be used as a backing flange
(similar to the split ring used in the tensile test) with tie
bolts holding the pipes: together. Various ~sealing methods could
be used, as discussed in chapter 2.

The coupling and sealing method which is suggested as being the
best is shownin figure 5.27.

r

Figure 5.27 selected coupling and sealing method.

The hydrostatic rubber "U"-seal has been proved to be a very
reliable seal and is currently being used with the Victaulic
coupling to join steel pipes. Onepre-requisite for this seal
is that the pipe surface must be smooth, otherwise water can
penetrate underneath the lips of the seal. This would have an
adverse effect on the sealing capability.

Since it is desirable to have the entire coupLi.nqmadefrom GRP I

it wasdecided not to use any bolts. The danger with using bolts
is that they can easily be overtightened. GRPcan be damaged
easily in this manner and may crack.
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The coupling should be easily and quickly installed. For this
reason the split ring is suggested. The two halves are simply
clamped over the adj~~pnt two flanges (of the adjacent pipes) and
the sleeve is slid over the split ring to hold it together. Un-
coupling the pipe is the reverse of this process ~ the outer
sleeve is slid off and the two coupling halves fall apart.

As was mentioned earlier, the strength of the coupling depends
on the strength or the interface between the pipe and the actual
coupling (in this case it is the flange). This is also the
limiting factor in the coupling design I since the interface
cannot be made infinitely strong. The split ring on the other
hand can always be increased in size to take the loads imposed
on it.

One problem is env i.aaqad , howevez , and t.hat,is that the fibres
at the end of the pipe are exposed to tb~ water. This is an area
where the water can easily penetrate into the laminate under high
pressures. Degradation of the laminate could start here and be
the cause of weeping. Thus the pipe should be sealed somehow.
In the TYPE X and TYPE XI flanges this would not be a problem
since the steel flange extends up to the inside of the pipe and
there are hence no exposed fibres. It might prove necessary to
line the ent:tre pipe with a t.hezmopl.ast.Lc liner (eg. PVC or
polypropylene) to seal the inside of the pipe properly. (The
need for this lining can, however only be established through
extensive testing). If the pipe is lined on the inside, then the
liner can be extended over the end of the pf.pe and the exposed
fibres can be sealed.

This coupling (shown i.n figure 5.2 '1) satisfies most of the
requirements laid down ;i.nsection 1.1. One drawback of this
coupling is that. it does not pennit angular or axial movement of
the pipes. Any angular movement could possihly damage the
coupling, although watertightness is not necessarily lost
immediately.
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One requirement was that the pipe's longitu.dinal strength at the
joint should be at least equivalent to the remaining pipe's
longitudinal strength. This is difficult to achieve in a GRP
pipe (due to its anisotropic material properties and due to the
fact that it is a layered material). By introducing the
coupling, the stresses in both the flange and the pipe are
increased ;,ignificantly, .rhich may cause the pipe to fail
prematurely by a failure mode not related to the longitudinal
strength of the pipe. Hence this requirement is difficult to
achieve.

This coupling is nevertheless 0asily and quickly assembled and
disassembled in limited working space, and with the minimumof
Lndd.v.i.duaL adjustment. The coupling also maintains the constant
inter:nal diameter, so that the bui.Ld+up of deposits does not
occur . It is a "sexless" coupling, which has important
advantages in confined spaces where the pipes cannot be turned
around if they are nriented in the wrong dir.ectioll.

/

Or.!pull-wound pipes +hf.s coup.ling migh~ be stronger than on
filament wound pipes. The filament vTinding process creates a
pipe with constant material propert::.es throughout the pipe wall.
The pulJ.-windinfj process on the other hand has distinct layers
with different material properties, ie. in one layer the fibres
might be axially alig'ned giving this layer a high axial
compressive strength, whereas another layer might have fibres
aligned in the hoop direction giV'ing this layer a high hoop
strength. Thus the f ibres Ln the step region (in the pipe) might
be axially aligned, giving the step a higher compressive strength
than in the filament wound pipe. This would result in a higher
load bearing capacity.

Naturally the filament wound pipe could also be tailored in the
step region (by aligning fibres at a different angle than ±55°)
to take aceount of the loads ampoaed on it by the coupling. This
would however require the use of a sophisticated filament winding
machine, in order to achieve varying winding angles in the pipe.
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Fignr.., 6~1 shows four of the pipe/flange combinations that were
tested.

-c:

3 pipe/flange combinations that were

GRP~ (0)

II GRP~(b) STEEL

(c)GRP

(d) __ G_RP_~EEJ

Figure 6.1
tested.

1) The maximumload obtained with a GRP pipe and GRP flange was
75 kN, which is equivalent to an interna.l pressure of 22 ~Pa (see
figure 6.1(a) ) . This result is valid for a pipe of 50 rom
inb:';!'nal diameter I 8 mmwall thickness and a fibre orientatio1
of ±55°. The pipe was made from E-glass fibres impregnated with
epoxy resin, and the flange was made from E-glass fibres
impregnated ~'li.th polyester re-sin. The pipe and the flange have
equivalent stiffnesPls.

2) Three modes of failure can occur if a GRP pipe and GRP. flange
are used: compressive fibre failure, buckling faill;.\re and.
interlaminar shear failure. Tl't~ compressive and buckling
failuree are slow failures and will cause weeping of tbe joint.
The intorlaminar shear failure is a catast.rophic failure i.n that
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the entire joint shears off instantaneously.

3) The maximumLoad obtained for the steel pipe witt the GRP
fHmge (figure 6.1(b» was 105 kN, which is equivalent: to an
internal press';lre of 31 MPa. The high strength of this joint can
be attributed to the high stiffness of steel, which allows it to
accommodate most of the load. it also shows that by tailoring
the flange a high strength and stiffness can be achieved. If the
GRPpipe (see point (1) ar~-' had been tailored, then a higher
load bearing capacity would '.30 have been achieved in this case.

4) The high strength of the GRPpipe with the steel flange (75
kN, figure 6.1(c») can also be attributed to the high stiffness
of steel. In this case however the pipe was not tailored in the
step region for this loading condition, and hence it failed
earlier than the combinati0 (3) above.

5) The maximumload obtained for the steel flange bonded to the
GRPpipe by means of a scarf joint was 93 k.~, which is equivalent
to an internal pressure of 21 MPa. The performance of this
coupling can be attributed to the high performance of the scarf
joint. Extreme care must be taken when making the joint to
sneure that the surfaces match properly, otherwise premature
failure may occur (as in the TYPEXI (a) flange). The mode of
failure is catastrophic as in the case of the inter laminar shear
failure.

o

6) The stiffness of each component (pipe and flange) has a marked
effect on the overall performance of a GR.? coupling. An increase
i~l stiffness brings with it an increase in load bearing capacity.
Since the pipe was not tailored and hence its stiffness remained
constant throughout the experiment, this effee .,c; limited. In
this case the flange was much stiffer than the GRPpipe, and
hence the pipe ")':',h} t n''':illJ)I;:r that always failed. The mode of
failure however depended to a certain extent on the stiffness of
-the flange.
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7) The finite element technique is useful in predicting pipe and
coupling perform~nce. It was successfully used to simulate the
experiment, and was able to predict the mode of failure of the
pipe.

8) The results are only valid for 50 rom pipes with a wall
thickness of 8 rom. Since the endload increases quadratically
with the diameter, the pressure capability drops very quickly as
the diameter increases.

9) A lot of effort is required when designing wit.h GRP in order
to obtain the same per.formance of a' steel coupling. Careful
tailoring of both the pipe and the coupling is necessary in order
to achieve high load bearing capacities.

10) The failure mechanism map shown in figurl3 5.19 is use"-'\lin
that is shows which failure mode can be expected for a certain
geometry, This failure map is par-t i.cul.ar to a pipe witl'.lan
internal diameter of 50 rom and a wall thickness of 8
similar map can be produced for any size of GRP pipe.
failure map the relationship between the -rt ep depth

rom, but a
From this
t and the

distance 1 of the step from the end of the pipe can be seen. As
mentioned in (2) aj,:)ove,three different failure modes can occur
in a GRP pipe. The failure map show's a point whe re all three
modes are just about to occur. Here the relations"'lipbetween the
step'depth and the distance of the step from the end of the pipe
is such that the highest load bearing capacity is achieved.

11) The reqUirement for the design pressure (as stipulated in
section 1.1) was 30 M.Pa for a pipe and coupling manufactured
entirely from GRP. This requirem.ent was not achieved. The highest
load obtained for a GRP pipe with a GRP coupling dL'ing this
research was 75 kN, which is equivalent to an internal pressure
of 22 MPa (for a pipe with 50 rom internal diameter). This results
in a safety factor of 1.1 (instead of the customary 1.5 for
flexible pipes) on the target operating pressure of 20 MPa.
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12) The guidelines for coupling design listed in section 1.1 were
adhered to. From this point of view the research was a success,
since it was the pipe that failed and not the pipe coupling.
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Since the pipe is the member that fails 0/ len the load gets too
high (between 65 kN and 75 kN), it is the! d.pe that needs to be
strengthened in order to achieve higher loads. This can be done
by optimising the fibre orientation at the end of the pipe, ie.
by tailoring the pipe to take the loads imposed on it by the
flange.

2) optimisation of the pipe can also be done by incorporating a
different material such as steel. The effect of a high strength,
high stiffness material was dicussed in the reoort. By
incorporating a steel member in the filament woundpipe, the end
of the pipe could be substantially strengthened.

3) Alternat.ively one could simply build up the ends of the pipe.
This extra thickness 'tvill increase the buckling strength 0:1: the
pipe end. The step depth can then also be increased to increase
the compressiv8 strength at the pipe/flange interface.

o

4) Based on the results of the experiments it is recommendedthat
a high strength, high stiffness material such as steel be
incorporated into the design of a pipe coupling for operating
pressures in excess of 20 MPa. It appears to be impossible to
Use a pipe with constant properties t.hrouqhout; (as is the case
with a filament wound pipe with only one winding angle). Hence
it is advisable that any sort ~1fflange be incorporated into the
pl.pe. This means that the pipes have to be manufactured to the
correct lengths, and cannot be simply cut and joined.

()
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This theory assumes a plane stress state for laminate v:tith
orthotroPic~materi:al properties I Le,

/' \,\

/C"
1/
[
1/

where ~ilhedirection 1 is along the fibre axis I direction 2 iG
transverse to the fibre direction <",-- ,directlo .. 3 is through the

'1:'23 - 0 1:'31 - 0

thickness.

The strain-stress relations C' .;1 be wr:i.tten as

where

1
E

and v-_
E

and the streslS-s.t.t'ain relations are

where
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}o obtai.p.the stress strain relations for a lamina of arbitrary
or:i,entat~iOnthe transformation matrix is used, viz.

:; .1/

[

cos26
sin26

sinecoaO
L

where

.911 ... 0:11cos46+2 ("\.:.,+2Q66J fd1l26cos26+0zzsin46,

,
Q...z - (011 +02Z-4066) e':'n260 2t},+Q12 (sin46+cos'8)

\

016':1- (1.111-012 -20tH) sin6cos36+ (O:r.2 -022 +2Q66) sin38cos6



Th,e following ·table lists thicknesses (calr-ulatG.~dwith the
Classical Lamination Theory) for various pipe sizes and internal
pressures. These calculations are based on a minimum tensile
strength of 500 MFa and 250 MFa compressive strength. These are
conservative figures as quoted by material suppliers. With a
stronger f:Lbre the wall thickness would be decreased.

The straight line equation calculated from this data is
1t: .. --- *P·'-D455

WALL THICKNESSES FOR VARIOUS PIPE SIZES AND
PRESSURE RANGES (AX!AL STRESS = 500 MPa,
CO~~PRESSIVE S'fRESS ::::250 MPa)

INTERNAL-r-- WALL THICKNESS[mm)
DIAMEl'ER -- P=25 MPaImml P=10 MPa P;::;15MPa P':=~OMPa

,.. ...

10 ...-_.. ........ 0.44 ----
20 0.44 0.64- - 0.88 1.12
30 --- ... -_ ...- 1.32 ......__
40 0.88 1.32 1.76 2.20
50 1.12 ---- 2.20 _ .....
60 1.32 2.00 2.64 3.32
70 '1.56 .....-- 3.08 ....._-
80 1.76

!
3.52 4.40I 2.64

90 2.00 ..._-- 3.96 ----
100 2.~~O 3.32 4.40 5.50
110 2.40 ..._- 4.84 .........

'120 2.64 I 3.96 5.28 6.60
130 2.8e ............ 5.72 ... ...._-
140 3.08 4.64 6.16 7.70
150 3.32 ---~ 6.60 ---- I

160 3.52 5.28 7.04 8.80
170 3.76 _ .._- 7A8 ----
180 3.96 5.96 7.92 9.90
190 4.20 ...--- B.36 -~-...
200 4.40 6.60 8,80 11.00......



Figure C.1 ahcws the element mesh used in the finite element
analYSis. The mesh is fairly coarse in the regions of low stress
concentrat.ion, and is fine in the regions of high stress
concentrations such as the front of the flange.

E'igu;re C. 1
pipe"

Finite element mesh of flange and

The figur~ C.2 shows the refined mesh at the front of the flange
(step region). The t~'iangular elements wer~ used to simulate the
small radius which occurs in the corners of the step due to the
machining process.



Figure C.2 Refined mesh at step.



The following two figures are additional stress contours (hooP
and shear') of the TYPE IV flange (figure 4.44 shows the axial
t
· \_Ipress contours).

Figure D.l ; Hoop stresses in GRP pipe with GRP
flange (TYPE IV).



Figure D.2 : Shear stresses in GRP pipe with GRP
flange (TYPE IV).
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